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The Germiston Lake and Rand Airport Precinct is located in 
the west of Ekurhuleni and is approximately 1572ha in 
extent. It is located in the immediate vicinity of the mining 
belt and as such was established directly in response to 
gold mining activity.

The precinct is anchored by a large and attractive lake 
system with recreational areas (such as a park and golf 
course) surrounding it, as well as the country club to the 
north-west. Surrounding the lake as a core area, are the 
Rand Airport (south), industry such as refineries
(north) and residential area with a stadium to the east, 
although not in the precinct area.

Within the broader municipal context, some of the key 
roles played by the precinct in terms of its main features 
are:
• Regional recreation and sporting opportunities 

provided by the lake, surrounding park and golf course;
• Regional (chartered) connectivity, business activity and 

entertainment (e.g. air shows) provided by the Rand 
Airport;

• Industrial output from the bulk of the precinct north of 
the airport which contributes up to R1 billion in 
Manufacturing Gross Value Added for Ekurhuleni .

Beyond these areas, the nearby highways act as distinct 
barriers to the site, such as the N3 and N17 highways to the 
west and south, while the railway lines in the north and 
east also serve to physically separate the precinct from 
adjacent areas.

Importantly, Germiston town as a whole is part of 
Ekurhuleni’s broader economic focus area comprising  the 
CBDs of Kempton Park, Germiston, Boksburg and Benoni.  
Conceptually, this economic ‘triangle’ of CBD nodes was 
identified as being the potential optimum location for 
future core economic focus area. Importantly, Germiston 
CBD (immediately north east of the Germiston Lake & Rand 
Airport precinct) is the seat of local government in 
Ekurhuleni.

Fig 2a: Aerial view over Germiston 
Lake and Lake Rd

Fig 2b: Aerial view over the north of 

Germiston Lake and the Germiston Golf 

Course
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01B THE ROLE OF THE PRECINCT PLAN

The Precinct Plan for Germiston Lake and Rand Airport 
Precinct is one of several Precinct Plans in terms of a 
broader Urban Design Initiative in Ekurhuleni. Other 
precinct study areas include the Dries Niemandt Park, 
Kempton Park CBD, Thelle Mogoerane Hospital, 
Primrose, Dunnotar, Benoni CBD and Bredell.

The intent of this Precinct Plan is two fold: the first aim is 
to prepare a formal spatial policy document that can 
guide future development and capital investment within 
the Germiston Lake and Rand Airport Precinct as part of 
the overall “Package of Plans” of the Municipality.

The second intent of the current process is to provide a 
focussed framework that can seek to provide an 
implementation platform for the proposed Urban Design 
Policy being developed concurrently by the Municipality.

Ultimately, the Precinct Plan is intended to define the 
desired development direction of the Germiston Lake 
and Rand Airport Precinct  area, and recommends a 
range of public realm projects to facilitate new 
relationships between the public and private realms.

The Precinct Planning process envisaged for the
current project is viewed as an ongoing process of
local area planning, rather than merely a series of 
independent products. The final plan or framework will, 
however, seek to provide the following for the 
Germiston Lake and Rand Airport Precinct  Area:

• Land Use Framework, reflecting basic package
of uses and activities – this should serve to guide 
amendments to the scheme (but in no way form part 
of the scheme), and should identify the range of 
land uses and activities that
would be supported for the precinct;

• Additional development guidelines, indicating FAR 
proposals, building heights, etc.

• Public Space Guidelines, reflecting public space 
areas, planting zones, landscape proposals, as well 
as key hard landscaping proposals;

• Movement & Circulation Framework, specifying
different types of access and movement routes,
Non-Motorised Transport (NMT) routes & facilities, 
traffic calming measures, parking facilities, etc;

• Urban Form Guidelines, reflecting building
envelope areas, desired building frontage lines, 
and areas requiring specific architectural response;

This section of the report outlines the status quo 
findings of the overall Germiston Lake and Rand Airport 
Precinct Planning process.

The objectives of the study are 
to:
• Analyse the current situation 

within the identified site in 
terms of land use, economic 
activity, socio-economic 
activity, housing, 
environmental matters and 
transportation.

• To formulate strategies for 
redevelopment.

• To formulate a development 
framework plan for spatial 
transformation of the 
Germiston Lake and Rand 
Airport Precinct.

10
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01C SPATIAL POLICY BACKGROUND

The Precinct Plan for Germiston Lake and Rand Airport is 
informed by a range of spatial policy informants, at 
different levels. Key amongst these are the policy 
principles contained in the recently promulgated Spatial 
Planning and Land Use Management Act 16 of 2013 
(SPLUMA), which also provides the legislative backing to 
the current initiative.

The five founding principles as set out in Section 7 (a) to 
(e) of SPLUMA that apply throughout the country and to 
all SDFs covered in these Guidelines (including Precinct 
Plans) are:

SPATIAL JUSTICE

Past spatial and other development imbalances must
be redressed through improved access to and use of
land by disadvantaged communities and persons.

SPATIAL SUSTAINABILITY

Spatial planning and land use management systems
must promote the principles of socio-economic and
environmental sustainability through; encouraging
the protection of prime and unique agricultural land;
promoting land development in locations that are
sustainable and limit urban sprawl; consider all current 
and future costs to all parties involved in the provision of 
infrastructure and social services so as to ensure for the 
creation of viable communities.

EFFICIENCY

Land development must optimise the use of existing
resources and the accompanying infrastructure, while
development application procedures and timeframes
must be efficient and streamlined in order to promote
growth and employment.

GOOD ADMINISTRATION

All spheres of government must ensure an integrated 
approach to land use and land development and all 
departments must provide their sector inputs and 
comply with prescribed requirements during the 
preparation or amendment of SDFs. This principle is the 
fulcrum of this framework largely because 
implementation of the spatial planning vision and 
objectives is not only highly dependent upon a strong 
coordinating role of central government, but is also 
predicated upon good governance mechanisms, 
incorporating meaningful consultations and 
coordination with a view to achieving the desired 
outcomes across the various planning spheres and 
domains.

In addition to adhering to these broader principles,
the Precinct Plan for Germiston Lake and Rand Airport 
should take policy guidance from existing Metropolitan 
and Regional Planning Frameworks (MSDF and RSDF) 
undertaken for the area. It should be stressed, however, 
that these levels of framework planning do not 
necessarily provide strategic guidance to the Precinct 
itself, but rather a broader context around which the 
concept for the Precinct Plan could be developed. The 
plans that follow relate specifically to the approved 
EMM MSDF, the Region A RSDF proposals, as well as the 
rescinded Rand Airport Local Spatial Development 
Framework (LSDF).

SPATIAL RESILIENCE

Securing communities and livelihoods from spatial
dimensions of socioeconomic and environmental
shocks through mitigation and adaptability that is
accommodated by flexibility in spatial plans, policies and 
land use management systems.

11

Fig 3: Five Founding Principles – SPLUMA
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01D URBAN SUSTAINABILITY PRINCIPLES
In addition to spatial policy and planning principles, it is 
necessary to consider additional planning movements 
and principles of urban design that are becoming 
commonplace in planning projects. Collectively, they 
offer exciting opportunities for areas that are otherwise 
lacklustre and in a poor functional state. In this section 
we cite several of the leading movements:

URBAN DESIGN 

Urban design is about the quality of the urban 
environment. It is about how we create places where 
people live, work, and socialise - from the street corner 
through to whole urban settlements. It implies the 
interrelationship of several buildings to each other and 
to their context. Consequently its concern is with the 
interrelationships between buildings and channels of 
movement.

Urban design addresses the following issues

1. Creating the Urban Structure
• Enhancing the movement framework 
• Mixing Uses 
• Density and Form 
• Response to sustainability and efficiency (e.g. 

density, compaction, NMT)
• Landscape and corridor connections
• Landmarks, vistas and focal points
• Block shapes and sizes

2. Making Connections
• Walking 
• Cycling 
• Public Transport (routes, stops, depots)
• Streets and Traffic (street types, streets as social 

places, junctions, traffic calming and pedestrian 
crossings)

• Parking 
• Utilities & Services

COMPLETE STREETS

Places pedestrians, cyclists and public transit users on 
equal footing with car drivers. The initiative is dualistic 
in its intentions: it aims to improve quality of life by 
creating streets that are both great public spaces and 
sustainable transportation networks.

DENSIFICATION & INTENSIFICATION

While the two are related, densification refers to an 
intensified or compressed concentration of people
living in a given area to achieve compaction. 
Intensification refers to augmenting or boosting 
production /activity on an existing brownfields site.

URBAN RENEWAL

Urban renewal pertains to the up-cycling of land in an 
area experiencing urban decay e.g. an old or outdated 
city centre. It typically involves the redevelopment of 
areas within a large city, and involves the clearance of 
slums.

PLACE-MAKING

A movement that promotes environments for people 
and environment, not just cars or malls. It acknowledges 
the importance of lively neighbourhoods and inviting 
public spaces – such as squares, piazzas, parks and 
streets that will attract people because they are 
pleasurable or interesting.

In addition its goals are to create ownership and a 
certain pride of place among residents, users and 
visitors. Importantly, the natural landscape often plays 
an important role in not only the process of designing 
these spaces, but also their functionality.

“Urban Design draws together the many  
strands  of  environmental  responsibility,  
social equity and economic viability, and 
place-making; for example - into the 
creation of places of beauty and identity. 
Urban design is derived from but 
transcends related matters  such  as  
planning  and transportation  policy,  
architectural design,  development  
economics, landscape and engineering. It 
draws these and other strands together. In 
summary, urban design is about creating a 
vision for an area and the deploying of the 
skills and resources to realise that vision.”
(Llewellyn-Davies, 2000:12)

12
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It is necessary to first consider the regional placement and 
positioning of the Germiston Lake and Rand Airport 
Precinct area within its wider context. 

The current Municipal Spatial Development Framework 
(MSDF) for the City of Ekurhuleni, emphasises the role of 
the nearby Germiston CBD area as a primary node being 
comprised of future mixed, industrial activity, residential 
area – all of which could have ‘spill-over’ influences on 
the neighbouring precinct study area.

02A  OVERVIEW OF REGIONAL SPATIAL PLANNING | I: MUNICIPAL LEVEL
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The MSDF plan also reemphasises the Germiston area’s role 
within the broader region as a stable economic centre which 
deserves further investment and densification. 

The Germiston Lake precinct is considered supportive to the 
CBD area, and is indeed influenced by the CBD area.

Looking at high level planning for the Germiston Lake and 
Rand Airport Precinct itself, it is earmarked for industrial, 
mixed use and transportation (due to the presence of a 
regional airport), with an iconic lake and park system 
anchored at its centre.

EMM MSDF, 2015

THE METROPOLITAN SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK

Fig 4: Extract from the MSDF 2015
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In line with the MSDF, the Region A RSDF again reinforces the role of 
the Germiston Lake and Rand Airport Precinct as an area of mixed use, 
industrial activity and airport related uses, with a major central park 
system based around the central lake.

02A  OVERVIEW OF REGIONAL SPATIAL PLANNING | I: MUNICIPAL LEVEL
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Germiston LSDF, Date Unknown 

EMM Region A RSDF, 2014

REGION A REGIONAL SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK

Fig 5: Extract from the RSDF GIS data 
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Although rescinded, the LSDF plan for Areas 79 and 84 is 
a lot more specific in terms of future land uses, whereby 
important transition areas between the airport and golf 
course, as well as transition areas between the lake and 
industrial areas are proposed.

Germiston LSDF, Date Unknown 

Additional recreational facilities around the lake are also 
proposed, along with the high level notion of increased east 
west linkages.  The LSDF also reinforces industrial activity in 
the north of the precinct, and where redevelopment should 
also be considered - where applicable.

LOCAL SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK (LSDF)

Fig 6: Extract from the EMM Area 79 & 84 LSDF
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Although it is considered economically stable, some of the main 
current concerns in the Germiston Lake and Rand Airport Precinct  
area include:
• The freeways and rail infrastructure acting as spatial barriers 

which ‘hem’ it in,
• Visible signs of decay in parts,
• Poor access and utilisation of the central park and lake area (not 

capitalising on its potential)

Numerous Class 1 and 2 roads and rail connections traverse  and 
service the site. Future IRPTN routes K110 and K113 are being planned 
in the south and east of the precinct, which will link it to key 
opportunities. 

Beyond the precinct boundaries, Germiston CBD is a major hub of rail 
based mobility in the SADAC region, and is of major significance to the 
sub-Saharan region. The main freight and commuter rail lines in EMM 
are:
• Germiston to Beitbridge: this line runs from Germiston via Pretoria 

and Polokwane to Beitbridge.
• Randfontein to Springs (via Germiston), where there are important 

marshalling yards at Germiston and Springs.
• Germiston to Volksrust
• Rand Mineral Line: This line stretches from Langlaagte and New 

Canada via Germiston
• Germiston – Vereeniging mainline
• Durban line.

In line with this, the Germiston railway station has been identified for 
a major revitalisation. All of this activity implies positive knock-on 
effects for the precinct study area, if planned and managed 
appropriately , because of improved regional activity in close proximity 
to the precinct.

The arrival of the future IRPTN corridors will also greatly aid in both 
servicing and transforming this precinct by connecting it to wider 
opportunities – and visa versa. Densification is widely proposed (and 
to be promoted) along these routes which transect the Germiston lake 
and Rand Airport Precinct.

02A  OVERVIEW OF REGIONAL SPATIAL PLANNING | I: MUNICIPAL LEVEL
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Fig 7: Extract from the MSDF GIS data indicating the location of the study area within the 

major spatial structing elements on the region
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AEROTROPOLIS

Enormous growth has taken place next to many airports 
over the past two decades based on the high speed 
linkages that airports offer. The future of Ekurhuleni is 
intrinsically linked to the fortunes of O.R. Tambo 
International Airport, being the African continent’s 
primary air gateway (Source: comment from Vitaliterre
– 15 December 2010).

According to Dr  John Kasarda: ‘Ekurhuleni is striving to 
compete, diversify its economy, attract higher-value 
business investment and create more well-paid jobs in a 
marketplace totally different from its past. Ekurhuleni’s 
21st century economic fate will be much more shaped 
by its speed and agility of moving products and people 
locally, nationally and globally. This is because those 
places that are the fastest, most agile locations to 
conduct business.’

02A  OVERVIEW OF REGIONAL SPATIAL PLANNING | III: CBD RENEWAL PLAN, 
AEROTROPOLIS, MODDERFONTEIN & RAND AIRPORT
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GERMISTON CBD & HS RENEWAL PLAN

The nearby Germiston CBD area is considered to be a 
priority area which has been demarcated as an Urban 
Development Zone (UDZ) in terms of the Urban Renewal 
Tax Incentive implemented by National Treasury. The 
objectives, at a high level, are to promote economic 
development and/or redevelopment in needy and run 
down areas of the CBD with the use of regulatory  
waivers, tax  incentives, infrastructure improvements 
and urban revitalisation. Opportunity may exist to 
extend this mechanism to the Germiston Lake and Rand 
Airport precinct area in future to catalyse appropriate 
future development.

In line with this, Ekurhuleni can develop an Aerotropolis and in 
so doing, create a world-class gateway to global markets and 
opportunities.

Importantly, Germiston CBD, with its light industrial and business 
activities, will be an important  economically supportive area to 
the Aerotropolis - and visa versa - because of the strong road 
connections between the two.

Fig 8: The Aerotropolis concept is a future key regional 

development driver that could positively influence the role of the 

Germiston Lake and Rand Airport Precinct, albeit at a high level, 

because of its strong regional road and rail connections, and its 

local airport which would act as a support to O.R Tambo 

International Airport. 

Fig 9: Germiston CBD & HS Renewal Plan concept (2011) 
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RAND AIRPORT

Rand Airport is undergoing an upgrade which will render it 
more of a niche airport. It aims to:
• Aid in supporting the Aerotropolis (and capitalise on 

associated operational opportunities). 
• Add mixed use zones to its periphery.
• Cater for charter functions by light charter aircraft that 

cannot be accommodated at O.R. Tambo Airport;
• Service / maintain larger aircraft that normally operate 

from O.R. Tambo Airport
• Possibly extend its east-west runway, and discontinue its 

north-south runway;
• Promote/ develop mixed use on its fringes;
• Provide training for pilots;
• Continue to run/host aerobatic shows.

02A  OVERVIEW OF REGIONAL SPATIAL PLANNING | III: CBD RENEWAL PLAN, 
AEROTROPOLIS, MODDERFONTEIN & RAND AIRPORT
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Fig 10: The Rand Airport Development Proposal (2016)
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02B REGIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL DRIVERS

Source: EMM, 2015
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GERMISTON

The natural environment plays an important structuring 
role, and creates valuable open space opportunities, in city 
planning.

A bioregional plan was developed for Ekurhuleni to inform 
land-use planning and natural resource management by a 
range of sectors whose policies and decisions impact on 
regional biodiversity This is done by mapping all 
biodiversity priority areas, including Critical Biodiversity 
Areas (CBAs) and Ecological Support Areas (ESAs), and 
developing associated land-use planning and decision 
making guidelines.

In turn, this has informed the Ekurhuleni Biodiversity Open 
Space System (EBOSS). The Germiston Lake and Rand 
Airport Precinct is located in a largely transformed area due 
to urbanisation and rampant past mining activity. However 
there are important pockets of EBOSS, CBA and ESA areas 
and corridors that traverse the site (which are considered 
more closely in the sections that follow). 

There is also the potential for expanding and/or buffering 
these areas to make recreation and environmental 
protection more prominent in the area, and to promote 
overall wellbeing.

The central lake , the watercourses (rivers and wetlands) 
that are linked to it and the surrounding park form a key 
feature of the investigation as this is considered to have 
great potential as a regional open space/recreation 
destination – with the added benefit of managing 
stormwater.

.

A regional map of CBAs, ESAs and  Other Natural Areas 
such as recreational open space. 

Fig 11: Critical Area Biodiversity Map Ekurhuleni Metro (2014)
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02C REGIONAL MOVEMENT DRIVERS
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The Germiston Lake and Rand Airport Precinct is in close 
proximity to major transport networks, specifically the N3 and 
N17 highways, and two key railway lines which converge at 
Germiston station, namely:
• a north / south line which runs through the Kempton Park 

CBD to the City of Tshwane and Polokwane; and
• an east / west line which runs past Johannesburg Park 

Station, Boksburg CBD, through Mpumalanga up to 
Mozambique.

A regional airport - Rand Airport - is located within its 
boundary, while OR Tambo International Airport is 28km north 
east. 

As such, the site is considered highly accessible within the 
aforementioned Core Development Triangle  because of the 
convergence of road and rail lines, coupled with future facilities 
for BRT services. What is lacking however, is it does not have a 
well-coordinated or integrated internal NMT system that 
services the pedestrian or cyclists. 

Accessibility and permeability of the Germiston Lake and Rand 
Airport Precinct is dealt with at the more localised level in the 
analysis section that follows (Section 4B).

Fig 12: Ekurhuleni Metro Regional Movement System
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02D SOCIO-ECONOMIC OVERVIEW

The infographic to the right provides a high level 
comparison between Ekurhuleni, Tshwane and 
Johannesburg (as a benchmark city region) in terms of 
key socio-economic dynamics at the municipal level (to 
note key trends).

While Johannesburg outperforms both Ekurhuleni and 
Pretoria in most areas, the most significant difference 
between Ekurhuleni and Johannesburg is immigration 
into their areas. At the most basic level, this means that 
there is less opportunity and less attraction for people 
from other provinces to move to Ekurhuleni than is the 
case with Johannesburg – and Tshwane for that matter. 
The number of low income earners in Ekurhuleni is also 
significantly higher, which could stem from the 
comparatively lower level of education in Ekurhuleni as 
one of the possible contributing factors.

These findings translate Ekurhuleni as being an area 
where there are both fewer job prospects, coupled with 
fewer lifestyle related ‘pull factors’.

In order to attract a wider set of immigrants and those 
urbanising, the municipality needs to focus on 
economic stimulation (starting from basics such as 
education to incentivising business), as well as investing 
in the social and environmental public spaces that can 
serve to positively define a city and allow it to compete 
at its optimum. 

What’s important to note however at the precinct level, 
is how the Germiston Lake and Rand Airport area 
compares positively to Ekurhuleni and the other 
municipalities  - particularly in terms of employment  
and education. These strengths set it apart from other 
precincts in the region and could well be utilised as 
‘selling points’ in generating future investment in the 
area.
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Fig 13: Ekurhuleni Metro Socio-economic profile infographic

Source: Census 2011
Note: The Germiston sub-place in terms of Census data differs slightly from the actual  
precinct boundary but this is not considered material to the essence of the  findings.
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03
ANALYSIS CRITERIA



 RICHNESS OF ACTIVITIES & LIVING SPACE
Ensuring that a high degree of integration of activities 
exists to promote access to a wider range of 
opportunities and experiences. A more diverse
environment increases levels of choice available to its 
users. Includes adequate and diverse housing 
opportunities.

 ACCESSIBILITY AND PERMEABILITY
Enhance the system of movement which offers a 
variety of choice for people. Permeability should be 
enhanced for all users including vehicular and non-
vehicular movement (walking ,cycling). 

 AMENITY, IDENTITY & MEMORABILITY
Refers to any physical or non-physical benefits of a property 
or place, especially those which increase the attractiveness or 
value or which contribute to its comfort or convenience. 
Promote a positive and memorable image of the Germiston 
Lake and Rand Airport Precinct area  that can enhance 
investment and use within an area

 PUBLIC ENVIRONMENT PERFORMANCE AND PEOPLE
Ensuring that the environment created has, as its ultimate 
basis, a focus on accommodating the needs of people and a 
human scale.

The study site evaluation criteria  which will be used as a 
lens to focus our investigations are outlined adjacent.

Germiston Lake and Rand Airport Precinct’s 
performance in each of these areas, is assessed in the 
chapters that follow. This concludes with a SWOT 
analysis of key areas of its performance and/or 
shortcomings.

24

03 ANALYSIS CRITERIA
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04
UNDERSTANDING THE STUDY AREA

A. Richness of Activities & Living Space

I. Zoning

II. Landuse

III. Land Value

IV. Land Ownership

V. Public Realm / Street Area

VI. Demographics

B. Accessibility and Permeability

I. Movement & Circulation

II. Gateway Analysis

III. Public Transit

IV. Road Connectivity & Accessibility

C. Public Environment Performance

I. Social Facilities 

II. Infrastructure

III. Environmental Framework

D. Amenity, Identity and Memorability 

I. Built Form

II. Focal Areas

E. Synthesis

I. Urban Sustainability Performance Matrix

II. SWOT



04A RICHNESS OF ACTIVITES & LIVING SPACE | I: ZONING

The Germiston Lake and Rand Airport Precinct  area is 
dominated by Industrial and Mining zonings, with numerous 
areas zoned for Open Space, Business and Agricultural 
activity (see rows highlighted in table). 
The study area has a notable lack of Residential-zoned 

land, however, this is due to its delineation. Large pockets of 
residential land are located to the east – outside of this precinct 
study area.

The large open space core serves as an appropriate buffer 
between the residential land and the airport and industrial sites.

A major industrial development (the S& J Industrial Park) is 
proposed on the pockets of mining land  within the 
precinct (see encircled area on map).
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ZONING AREA %

AGRICULTURE 870166.82 7.28

BUSINESS 1 11567.54 0.1

BUSINESS 2 77529.9 0.65

BUSINESS 3 10662.53 0.09

COMMUNITY FACILITY 96153.09 0.8

INDUSTRIAL 1 3202202.75 26.78

INDUSTRIAL 2 351437.69 2.94

MINING 1702397.89 14.24

PARKING 14852.12 0.12

PRIVATE OPEN SPACE 693846.11 5.8

PUBLIC GARAGE 7996.87 0.07

PUBLIC OPEN SPACE 1031269.62 8.62

PUBLIC SERVICES 297087.21 2.48

RESIDENTIAL 1 225574.3 1.89

RESIDENTIAL 3 47984.42 0.4

RESIDENTIAL 4 101565.68 0.85

ROADS 180742.77 1.51

SOCIAL SERVICES 2.5 0

SPECIAL 17362.16 0.15

TRANSPORTATION 3016983.99 25.23

Fig 14: Zoning within the Study Area

Table 1: The main zoning coverages in Germiston
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04A RICHNESS OF ACTIVITES & LIVING SPACE | II: LAND USE

As can be expected, the land uses in the study area 
follow a similar pattern to that of the zoning map with a 
domination of industrial, commercial (business) and 
open space related land uses. However, there are gaps 
in land use data noted and a particular lack of definition 
of land uses within large land parcels(e.g. Rand Airport). 

There are also noticeably more business enterprises than 
would be expected from the very  industrial nature of 
zoning map, signifying a shift to uses such as 
warehousing. There are also minor pockets of residential 
land uses along key roads such as the M37 (Wits Rifles 
Road)  as well as the railway line to the east. There is 
existing residential development located in line with the 
flight path of the east-west runway. 
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Any new development surrounding 500m of the airport will 
need to abide by more limited building heights of no more 
than 10 storeys and proponents will need to consult the 
airport management about materials/surfaces used. In 
discussion with the airport manager, although the airport 
grounds are undergoing re-development, it is unlikely that 
the airport will generate any additional noise (above that of 
its current levels) in future.

Fig 15: Land-use within the Study Area
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04A RICHNESS OF ACTIVITES & LIVING SPACE | III: LAND USE

Key land uses (business, residential and industrial) 

were assessed in terms of their built form. Distinct 

‘clusters’ of these land uses are noted and this aids 

in consolidating  future planning interventions for 

these areas. This is because  interventions and/or a 

common vision or development theme may be 

generated at scale – at the sub-precinct level.
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Fig 16: The built form as per each land-use shows a 

fragmented urban form within the study area.
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04A RICHNESS OF ACTIVITES & LIVING SPACE | V: LAND OWNERSHIP

Several large tracts of land in the Germiston Lake 

and Rand Airport Precinct area are publicly owned, 

particularly in the central parts of the study area 

where the lake and park system is located. Much of 

the public land is also road and rail reserves.

The remaining areas (indicated in as blank white 

space below) are privately owned. These public 

land holdings around the lake may provide an 

opportunity for future activity/amenity based 

interventions and catalyse further development in 

the precinct.

There may be potential for the formation of a 

wider ‘sporting precinct’ (spanning the public golf 

course, through the lake area and its surrounds, 

through to the stadium located immediately to the 

east of the Germiston Lake and Rand Airport 

Precinct boundary (and potentially beyond with the 

introduction of cycling paths - or similar).
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PRASA            

Fig 17: Land within the study that is publicly owned
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04A RICHNESS OF ACTIVITES & LIVING SPACE | VI: PUBLIC REALM / STREET AREA

358ha (or 22.7%) of the total Germiston Lake and Rand 
Airport Precinct  area is allocated to the public realm –
specifically open space, streets, pavements and 
undeveloped servitudes. 

The significance of public urban places such as these and 
their role in facilitating public life has often been 
overlooked by those responsible for shaping the modern 
city, but is gaining prominence in current planning 
initiatives.

While the condition of the public realm is not at its 
optimum in Germiston Lake and Rand Airport Precinct, 
there is an opportunity to enhance the condition of these 
street areas to make them more serviceable to cars and 
pedestrians equally. Arguably, the amount of street area 
could be enhanced to meet global best practice measures 
which aim for up to 40% coverage for optimum 
performance, however, this precinct is more industry-based 
than that of mixed use or residential. The large industrial 
and airport plots of land are key factors influencing this. 
Therefore this benchmark needs to be considered 
accordingly based on the study area’s context and internal 
activities. 

The road lattice is irregular in parts and could be 
accentuated or widened along the key spines, such as 
Power Street and Refinery Road.
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Fig 18: The Public Realm (Street, POS, Private Open Space) quantified and mapped within the study area
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04A RICHNESS OF ACTIVITES & LIVING SPACE | VII: DEMOGRAPHICS

Using Census 2011 sub-place data for the general 

Germiston Lake and Rand Airport Precinct, the precinct  

was found to have a low resident population, principally 

due to its industrial and business based nature. 

Nevertheless, in terms of those residences that are located 

in the study area, and noting that the census sub-place 

boundary extends slightly beyond the precinct, it can be 

characterised as a multicultural area  with a population of 

mostly English, Afrikaans and isiZulu speakers. 

Employment levels are considered low at below 50%, which 

is perhaps explained by the equally low education levels of 

52%. These figures are however still 14% and 16% higher 

than the municipal average, respectively. Linked to this, 

there are 12% fewer lower income earners than the 

Municipal average – although this is still not an acceptable 

finding.
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DIVERSITY IN GERMISTON LAKE AND 
RAND AIRPORT PRECINCT 

44%

Fig 19:  Infographic depicting key demographic data 

extricated from Census 2011 data sources
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04B ACCESSIBILITY & PERMEABILITY| I: MOVEMENT & CIRCULATION

The key road infrastructure that connects the study 

area to its context, and provides accessibility within 

the precinct, is reflected in the adjoining plan. 

The freeway network and railway network 

surrounding Germiston Lake and Rand Airport 

Precinct  ensures good regional accessibility within 

Ekurhuleni and beyond. The N3, N12 and R24 

freeways conveniently link the study area to OR 

Tambo International Airport, while the M32 is the 

major internal road connecting the precinct to the 

Katlehong and Thokoza areas located south of the 

precinct.

The proposed PWV14 route connecting Germiston 

Lake and Rand Airport Precinct  to OR Tambo 

International Airport is deemed to be a very 

important future link which will optimise regional-

scale development potential of the Ekurhuleni 

Metropolitan Municipality.

However, the nature and function/order, as well as 

the local configuration of rail and road networks in 

the precinct also affects accessibility to and from 

the precinct at a local level. Major freight and 

commuter railway lines mentioned further below 

operate in and around the precinct, and have a 

certain barrier effect, as do some of the 

surrounding highways.

The construction of the PWV14 is likely to reduce 

the current traffic load on the Gillooly’s

interchange to a degree and such a reduction in 

traffic congestion could have an indirect positive 

economic impact on the area in the sense that it 

may reduce a prominent “cost of doing business” 

which is associated with traffic congestion. Business 

activity may also be boosted if the M2-O.R.Tambo 

connection is improved.
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Due to lack of developable land, infill and 

redevelopment should occur within current urban 

areas and around specified strategic densification 

areas. Portions of this Germiston Lake precinct 

will require consideration for possible ‘spill-over’ 

housing – possibly around the lake and within the 

golf course if demand is high.

PASSENGER RAIL & FREIGHT 

MOVEMENT

Due to Germiston’s good rail infrastructure and 

nearby impending  CBD station upgrade, the area 

as a whole may expect knock-on effects such as 

increased housing demand and increased 

densities. 

Fig 20: The Rand Airport is a key transport 

amenity within the study area.
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04B ACCESSIBILITY & PERMEABILITY| I: MOVEMENT & CIRCULATION
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TRAVELLING FROM GRMISTON TO: MODE OF TRAVEL: DISTANCE: AVERAGE TRAVEL TIME:

SANDTON CBD Car 31km 31 min

JHB CBD Car 14.5km 17 min

PRETORIA (HATFIELD) Car 70km 49 min

OR TAMBO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT Car 29km 26 min

According to the EMM’s densification strategy, it was 
strongly recommended that densification projects be 
developed and implemented in the Germiston area as a 
whole, as this is where the major rail infrastructure is 
centred in the EMM and the Germiston area has been 
earmarked as a Presidential Project. Densification will have 
a positive impact on this project.

The Passenger Rail Agency of South Africa (PRASA) recently 
unveiled the rail corridor modernisation programme aimed 
at ensuring that rail becomes the backbone of public 
transport in the country. There are currently plans for the 
upgrading of the nearby Germiston CBD station  (located 
just outside of the study area to the north east).The 
planned station upgrade will promote densification in its 
immediate vicinity and will be catalytic to the broader 
area. In the longer term, it is anticipated that access issues 
will be addressed in the station north of Victoria Lake as 
well as possible access to Alberton via a new rail link.

TAXI

The current major taxi route corridor is between Katlehong
and Germiston, passing through the precinct area.

IRPTN PHASES

Future IRPTN routes K110 and K113 are being planned in 
the south and east of the precinct, which will link it to key 
opportunities (map top right refers). 

AIR

Rand Airport, which the municipality has a 20% share in, is 
situated in in the south-eastern quadrant of the site at the 
junction of the N3 and N17 highways.

The airport is planning to decommission the north-south 
runway and sell off surplus ground as subdivided

erven for the development of related activities such as 
warehousing, cold storage and training facilities. It 
also aims to cater for charter functions by light charter 
aircraft that cannot be accommodated at O.R. Tambo 
Airport. In this way it will support the Aerotropolis.

In addition to the airport’s own land, there are a 
further 50 hectares of developable land adjacent to 
the airport which is zoned for warehousing type uses. 

NMT

The precinct does not have a well-coordinated or 
integrated internal NMT system that services the 
pedestrian or cyclists. It would be opportune to make 
pedestrian/cycling linkages to the nearby Germiston 
CBD for improved, safe mutual access to housing, 
services and places of work. 

Fig 21: Map depicting the future proposed IRPTN network routes 

within the study area

Table 2: Preferred density targets around railway 

stations to bear in mind during precinct planning

Table 3: Top performing (i.e. shortest) travel times to major regional destinations
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04B ACCESSIBILITY & PERMEABILITY| II: GATEWAY ANALYSIS

Entry into the Germiston Lake and Rand Airport 

Precinct , via road or rail, happens at 9 key 

points or ‘gateways’. The maps adjacent indicate 

the relative coverage of these gateways in terms 

of proximity from major access points to other 

parts of the CBD area. Walkability is also tested 

around these gateway ‘zones’.

The priority gateways to be noted are:

• N17 and Wits Rifles Drive

• M2 and Refinery Road

• Power Street and Refinery Road

• Lake Road and Joubert Street

• Lake Road and Rand Airport Road

• Rand Airport Road and Van Riebeek Street

If these entrances  were to be enhanced as 

public spaces with urban design intervention, 

one’s arrival into  - and experience of - the 

Germiston Lake and Rand Airport Precinct area 

would be well remembered. While urban design 

initiatives are noted in the area (for example 

with the street lights and decorated bollards), 

there is additional room for urban enhancement 

at/within these key locations within the public 

realm.
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N17 and Wits Rifles Drive

Rand Airport Road and Van Riebeek Street

M2 and Refinery Road

Power Street and Refinery Road

Lake Road and Joubert Street

Lake Road and Rand Airport Road

Fig 22: The nine key entry points / gateways into the study area with 

indicative coverage 200m & 400m walkability coverage
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04B ACCESSIBILITY & PERMEABILITY| III: PUBLIC TRANSIT

Current public transit infrastructure is limited to rail, 
bus and taxi services as denoted by the map (bottom 
left). 

The bus service runs through the precinct area from 
Katlehong to Germiston.

A comparison between current public transit routes 
and stops/stations  (rail and taxi) with proposed 
(IRPTN) routes and stops is shown diagrammatically 
adjacent.
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Fig 23: Current public transit stations for rail, bus and taxi services and their 

coverages in terms of 400m and 800m travel distances.

Fig 24:  Proposed public transit stations for IRPTN services and their 
coverages in terms of 400m and 800m travel distances.
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04B ACCESSIBILITY & PERMEABILITY| IV: ROAD CONNECTIVITY & ACCESSABILITY
Physical (street) connectivity was measured via use of space syntax 
analysis which measures how ‘connected’ roads are compared to others. 
The more red the road, the better connected it is to regional 
opportunity. The converse applies to the green and blue. Connectivity 
levels within the site are generally good, except in 

the more extreme peripheral areas - as a result of street configuration 
and block structure. The more connected streets are along Power 
Street, Refinery Road, Lake Road and Van Riebeek Road. East-west 
connectivity levels are generally equal to north-south connectivity 
levels.
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Refinery 
Rd

M46

Fig 25: Space Syntax model of the 

study area which indicates that 

connectivity in the south and west 

is constrained because of block 

size, with limited access routes.
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04C PUBLIC ENVIRONMENT PERFORMANCE | I: SOCIAL FACILITIES

Essential health, emergency, civic and social services facilities were mapped using 

municipal shapefiles to test performance against CSIR Red Book Guidelines for Human 

Settlement Planning and Design, and it was found that the Germiston Lake and Rand 

Airport Precinct area is covered in terms of distances to these key facilities. 

There are numerous social facilities in the larger Germiston Lake and Rand Airport 

Precinct  area (just outside of the precinct). However because the study site has an 

artificial boundary, it is not possible to test it against population thresholds in an exact 

manner.
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FIRE STATIONS & POLICE STATIONS

Germiston Central Fire 
Station

Germiston Police Station

Germiston Hospital

Germiston City Clinic

CLINICS & HOSPITALS 
SCHOOLS & CRECHES 

Germiston High school

Germiston South 
Primary school

FIG 26

FIG 27 FIG 28

Fig 26: Fire Stations and Police Stations within the study area, with a heat map in the background that 

indicates accessibility to these amenities.

Fig 27: Clinic & hospitals within the study area, with a heat map in the background that indicates 

accessibility to these amenities.

Fig 28: Schools & Creches within the study area, with a heat map in the background that indicates 

accessibility to these amenities.
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04C PUBLIC ENVIRONMENT PERFORMANCE | I: SOCIAL FACILITIES

CIVIC AND SOCIAL SERVICES STANDARDS (CSIR):
FACILITY AVG. THRESHOLD ACCEPTABLE TRAVEL DISTANCE DISTANCE ACHIEVED?

Primary school 7000 5KM Yes

Secondary school 12 500 5KM Yes

Libraries 20 000- 70 000 8-10 KM Yes
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FACILITY AVG. THRESHOLD ACCEPTABLE TRAVEL DISTANCE DISTANCE ACHIEVED?

Fire Station 60 000- 100 000 8 – 23 Min response time Yes

Police Station 60 000- 100 000 8 KM Yes

EMERGENCY FACILITIES STANDARDS (CSIR):

FACILITY AVG. THRESHOLD ACCEPTABLE TRAVEL DISTANCE DISTANCE ACHIEVED?

Tertiary Hospital 2 400 000 VARIABLE Yes

Clinic 24 000 – 70 000 90% of Population within 5KM Yes

HEALTH FACILITIES STANDARDS (CSIR):

The maps relate to basic local service provision back to 

the most relevant age groups requiring those services, 

such as health (the old) and schooling (the young).

As should be expected, services like fire stations and 

police stations are found where the population as a 

whole is most concentrated, albeit just outside of the 

precinct boundary.
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04C PUBLIC ENVIRONMENT PERFORMANCE | I: SOCIAL FACILITIES
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FACILITIES NUMBER IN EMM NUMBER REQUIRED 

IN EMM

NUMBER IN REGION A NUMBER REQUIRED GERMISTON PRECINCT ACCEPTABLE TRAVEL TIME/DISTANCE 

ACCORDING TO CSIR STANDARDS FOR A 

METRO (Y/N)?

Regional Hospital 7 - 1 - None within Precinct. Nearest 10Km away Y

District Hospital 1 3 1 - One on the boundary of precinct, found on the 

North East of site

Y

Clinic 75 - 10 None within Precinct. Nearest is 2Km away Y

Community Day Care 

Centre

2 - - - No data -

Satellite Clinic 1 - 1 No data -

Community Health Centre 6 16 - No data -

Mobile service 36 2 No data -

Health Post 1 - - No data -

Fire Station 28 26 8 3 (proposed) None within Precinct. Nearest is 3Km away Y

Police Station 43 26 9 - None within precinct, closest is 2Km away Y

Community Hall 54 44 5 3 None within precinct, closet is 3Km away Y

Cemetery 57 482.2ha 6 - None within precinct, closet is 3Km away Y

Tertiary Institution 6 No tertiary institutes within Germiston. Nearest 

is 21Km away

N

Secondary School 113 223 20 6 One secondary school within Germiston precinct Y

Primary School 323 398 41 8 One primary school on the Eastern boundary of 

precinct 

Y

Creches 727 932 134 One Creche found on the South East Boundary 

of precinct 

Y

Sports Stadium 52 341 10 None within Germiston. Nearest is 2Km away Y

Swimming Pool Complex 37 377 9 No data -

The MSDF and Region A RSDF social facilities audits were 

used to discern gaps in the full range of facilities that can 

be  expected within a metropolitan environment. Again, 

CSIR standards were used as the benchmark to measure 

accessibility in terms of travel times/distances.

Besides areas where there are gaps in data, the Germiston 

Lake and Rand Airport precinct is performing well. The 

only downfall is that of a local tertiary institution –

however it should be noted that the precinct lost out on 

meeting this accessibility target by only 1km.

OVERVIEW OF KEY METRO-RELATED FACILITIES AND ASSOCIATED PRECINCT PERFORMANCE

Table 5: OVERVIEW OF KEY METRO-RELATED FACILITIES AND ASSOCIATED PRECINCT PERFORMANCE
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04C PUBLIC ENVIRONMENT PERFORMANCE | II: INFRASTRUCTURE
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 X

FIG 29

100%

0%

100%

0%

FIG 30

FIG 31

At a high level, key services infrastructure (water, electricity, sanitation) was 

mapped and assessed according to census sub-place data, with findings as follows:

• Fig 29– Access to water is good throughout the study  area. 

• Fig 30 – Access to sanitation is good throughout the study area.

• Fig 31 – Access to electricity is good throughout the study area.

An infrastructure master plan was recently undertaken and the key findings for 

this area are as follows:

The Annual Average Daily Demand (AADD ) for water supplied within this area is 

approximately 14.78 Ml/d (based on June 2015 treasury data, the most recent 

data available to us), but includes large industries with significant individual 

consumption. The capacity of the reticulation pipes (water and sewer) are 

generally sufficient in this area for the ultimate scenario, with the exception of a 

small number of pipes. On the water side; supply and pressure problems are more 

due to connections between zones that should be discreet and the capacity of 

certain large diameter pipelines. 
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04C PUBLIC ENVIRONMENT PERFORMANCE | II: INFRASTRUCTURE
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 X

The planned projects that affect this area are as 

follows:

Water:

• GER-RET-301 Reinforce RW2107 Direct network

• GER-RET-304 Close/Open valves to change the 

boundary between RW2107 Direct and Primrose 

reservoir zones

• GER-RET-352 Close valves to separate Russel

Road and Primrose reservoir zones

• GER-RET-700 Bulk reinforcement in George street

• GER-RET-702 Replace pipes with larger diameter 

pipes at the intersection of Galway and Elsburg

streets

• GER-RET-721 Reinforce network in Lambton

Sewer:

• RND_2 Rondebult east sewer upgrades 

• RND_4 Survey work required to Dellville outfall 

sewer

• RND_9 Germiston central & Primrose sewer 

upgrades

2015 2016 Germiston Phumula Install 15MVA trf no 3 Strengthening Proposed 1 455 

2015 2016 Germiston Sunnyridge Rebuild 2x40MVA 33/6.6kV Strengthening Proposed Substation obsolete 17 090 

2015 2018 Germiston South Germiston Install 30MVA trf no 2 Reliability Proposed 33/6.6kV 4 616 

2015 2018 Germiston Atom Rd Russel Rd Replace 70Cu with 240 Al Reliability Proposed 33kV 240Al 1.84km 4 064 

Planned 

Year

Priority 
Year Region Substation Project Description Category

Project   

Status Project Details

Tot Cost 

(xR1000)

Electricity

Data was extracted for the 2015 period in terms of upgrades to 
electrical infrastructure in the Germiston area. Most upgrade 
work in the area relates to strengthening and reliability.

A full understanding of electrical connections and spare capacity 
is however a current gap in data which needs to be addressed. 
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Fig 32:  Graph indicating the Germiston Capital 

Program over the last ten years and up to 2027

Table 6: Table indicating planned upgrades to electrical infrastructure in the Germiston area 
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04C PUBLIC ENVIRONMENT PERFORMANCE | III: ENVIRONMENTAL FRAMEWORK 

The Germiston Lake and Rand Airport Precinct is 
located in an area that has been extensively 
transformed over time due to mining and 
settlement. The precinct does however contain 
both CBA or ESA areas as well as E-BOSS areas 
(specifically hydro protection zones).

The maps to the left  reflect the current status of 
the site with regards to the current provincial C-Plan 
data and E-BOSS mapping respectively. The 
precinct, with its hydrological corridors and open 
spaces, offers a range of ecosystem goods and 
services, namely carbon sequestration, reduction of 
the urban heat island effect, water attenuation and 
filtration.

The Rand Airport has ‘CBA Important’ areas and a 
Hydro Protection Zone within it which will require 
further regulatory studies prior to any development 
being allowed to encroach or take place within it. 
High level discussions with a specialist ecologist 
reveal that the Rand Airport site has limited 
ecological value in terms of linkage, since it’s a small 
and isolated fragment within a significantly 
congested urban environment and is hemmed in by 
a major road network. Thus its ecological 
importance is limited to what is on site, particularly 
in terms of any wetland conditions that are on site.
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Fig 33: The status of the site with regards to the current 
provincial C-Plan data mapping respectively
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04C PUBLIC ENVIRONMENT PERFORMANCE | III: ENVIRONMENTAL FRAMEWORK 

There is the opportunity to enhance the presence of 
green infrastructure  in this area with the reuse and 
development of the old mining area to the north west 
of the site, through rehabilitation and tree plantings, 
enhancing public street connections and water 
sensitive urban design intervention (to manage storm 
water).This is in line with the MSDF (2015) which 
highlights the potential of the mining belt as an 
important active open space system for recreation 
and tourism needing further investigation. 
Cognisance must however be taken of reclamation 
requirements beforehand to test viability and/or 
suitability for human use. This must be explored in 
conjunction with the planning of the proposed S&J 
industrial development.

In terms of accessibility (specifically walkability) to 
open space by the precinct’s population, few citizens 
are within walking distance of open space, owing to 
the lack of road connectivity to the central park area. 

Note: open spaces that are formally zoned as well as 
those that are not zoned but which can be publicly 
accessed, were accounted for.
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Fig 34: The current status of the site with regards to the 

current provincial  E-BOSS mapping respectively
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04D AMENITY, IDENTITY & MEMORABILITY| I: BUILT FORM

BLOCK STRUCTURE

BUILT FORM

There is a greater intensity of built form in the north of the site 

which is located near a major access point. There are gaps in the 

urban fabric towards the south  and west where there are large 

industrial sites as well as the airport.

Some areas such as the old industrial precinct show scope for infill 

and/or more responsive/renewal based development due to its 

history and heritage buildings which could be adaptively reused 

(encircled in green). The open space areas facing onto the lake, 

and lake itself, could accept further exciting urban design 

intervention. There is also scope for more housing in the areas 

surrounding the lake and within portion of the golf course as areas 

with uniquely attractive scenery (encircled in red).

44

There is a generally poor form response to streets, largely 

because of the site’s industrial nature where sites are walled 

off from the street, and where open spaces such as the park 

and golf course are fenced.

Fig 35: The block structure of the study 

area, the form contrasts with the more 

urban grid of the adjacent Germiston 

CBD

Fig 36: The built form structure of 

the study area shows a fragmented 

urban form
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04D AMENITY, IDENTITY & MEMORABILITY| II: FOCAL AREAS

The Germiston Lake and Rand Airport Precinct  is principally 
defined by the central park and lake system – an attractive, 
large open space amenity in the centre of the site with 
major future amenity potential. However, contiguous 
fencing off of the site currently renders it poorly accessible 
and underutilised.

45

Besides this central park, the area has a distinct
industrial feel, not only because of the numerous industrial 
establishments, but also because of the large power lines, 
railway tracks and the old mining land present in the area.

There is pedestrian movement in the area between 6-9am 
and 2-6pm. Although urban design interventions were 
noted, these have been poorly maintained (particularly the 
grass and plants).

The only landmark building noted was the access-controlled 
country club. No activity street was noted, due to a lack of 
mixed use facilities. However a small portion of Lake Road 
could possibly be upgraded to being an activity street with 
the right intervention (e.g. removing fencing from park and 
establishing cafes).

Light industry and warehousing

Industrial areas line the streets in the north and west

Main entrance to Park
Railway lines traversing the site are exposed (i.e. 
not fully fenced) and could pose a danger

Bollards with an urban design element

Looking from N3 onto large open space from 
old mining area, with wetland adjacent

CATEGORY BUILDING FOOTPRINT AREA (%)

BUSINESS 20.38

INDUSTRIAL 65.34

INSTITUTIONS 7.21

RESIDENTIAL 7.07

Park is completely fenced 
off from the road

Lake

Fig 37: Focal areas analysis
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PERFORMANCE INDICATOR BENCHMARK GUIDELINE USED PRECINCT PERFORMANCE ACHIEVED?

Street Area (Public Realm) / Total Area 30-40% Coverage UN 22.7% No

Population Density 15000-60000 people/km² UN 196 No

Economic Floor Area/ Total Floor area 40-60% UN 53% Yes

Residential Floor Area/ Total Floor Area 30-50% UN 3% No

Open Space Availability 2-4ha / 100 people GCRO 3.7ha/per 100 people Yes

Access to Open Space 5-15min walk US EPA 5% (of Population) No

Global standards (i.e. UN Habitat¹ and the US EPA²) as well 
as local standards (i.e. Gauteng City-Region Observatory³) 
were used to quantitatively test the sustainability of the 
precinct in terms of key performance indicators – such as 
population densities, economic land coverage and 
availability of open space.

The figures below have been calculated based on a 
synthesis of the mapping undertaken for the previous 
sections (4A – 4D).

04E SYNTHESIS | I: URBAN SUSTAINABILITY PERFORMANCE MATRIX

Although tested on an area with an artificial boundary in 
that the precinct  does not operate in isolation from the 
surrounding Germiston area, these findings are important 
for informing future precinct plan design against world 
standards.

In terms of the precinct’s performance with these 
standards, it is performing positively in terms of economic 
floor area and in terms of open space area.
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While the precinct falls short in terms of items like 
total public realm area and residential area , this is 
because of the population densities in the area (also 
owing to the artificial boundary of the study area 
which precludes large tracts of residential floor area.

Nevertheless, there is indeed scope for additional 
residential floor area to be incorporated into the 
precinct in future, because of the appeal of the lake 
and golf course areas. 

While (green) open space availability is good, 
accessibility (i.e walkability) to open space is poor 
purely because of the road connectivity levels, which 
are constrained by large industrial land parcels. 

1. UN Habitat (2014). A new strategy of sustainable neighbourhood planning: five principles. Urban Planning Discussion Note 3. 
2. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) (2013) . Essential Smart Growth Fixes for Communities. 
3. GCRO (2013). State of Green Infrastructure in the Gauteng City-Region.

Table 7: key performance indicators
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04E SYNTHESIS | II: SWOT ANALYSIS

RICHNESS OF ACTIVITIES 

& LIVING SPACE

ACCESSIBILITY & 

PERMEABILITY

PUBLIC ENVIRONMENT 

PERFORMANCE

AMENITY, IDENTITY & 

MEMORABILITY

STRENGTHS • Fairly stable economy with 

higher employment than the 

EMM average

• Good total economic floor area

• Proximity to Germiston CBD as 

a major centre and seat of 

local government

• Nearby access to Rand Airport, 

highways and major railway lines 

(with switching hub area)

• Good public open space 

availability in terms of volume

• Attractive central open space

area, lake and golf course 

areas located centrally

• Several Gateway opportunities 

at key intersections

WEAKNESSES • Poor form response to streets 

due to large walled/fenced off 

industrial sites and open space

• Low understanding of current 

infrastructural capacities

• Surrounding highways act as 

barriers to precinct

• Public safety is compromised 

next to exposed railway lines

• Residual mining area not 

maintained appropriately as a 

possible public open space

• Major open space fenced off 

reducing interaction of people 

with the environment (i.e. 

underutilisation)

• No major landmark buildings, 

besides Country Club which is 

access controlled and limits 

truly public interaction

OPPORTUNITIES • New housing opportunities

around lake and golf course

• Proposed IRPTN will stimulate 

mobility and economic 

opportunity within the area

• Proposed upgrade of Germiston 

Rail station and associated 

nearby densification could have 

a wider positive influence for 

the study area

• Portion of residual mining 

dump area  could potentially 

be rehabilitated to a formal 

open space when developed by 

S&J

• Potentially high amenity 

around entire lake area if 

access/ permeability improved 

and strategic investments 

made

• Potential for a sporting 

precinct (spanning golf course, 

to lake, to stadium)

• Opportunity to enhance part of 

Lake Road with more 

commercial (retail, business 

and/or office) enterprises 

• Open space areas facing onto 

the lake, and lake itself could 

accept further exciting urban 

design intervention

• CBD renewal plan undertaken

THREATS • Untidiness and lack of 

maintenance and/or public 

investment

• Lack of connectivity (particularly

NMT) to Germiston CBD

• Critical Biodiversity Area (CBA)

Important areas and a Hydro 

Protection Zone in Rand Airport 

may delay re-development of 

Rand Airport

• Possibility of harmful toxins 

from historical mining activity 

in residual undeveloped mining 

area (and possible future open 

space)

• Not capitalising on the beauty 

and amenity of the lake and 

surrounding park

• Poorly maintained urban 

design initiatives 
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05
FUTURE DEVELOPM ENT PERSPECTIVES

A. Vision and Philosophical Approach

B. Towards an Urban Renewal Strategy

C. Refinement of Vision via Charrette 

D. Key Strategies for Intervention



The diagram on the right explores four possible scenarios  

relating to the growth and development of the Germiston  

Lake Precinct. This is based on the principle that growth  

within cities and towns is in response to either public  

sector induced growth and/or in response to general  

macroeconomic growth, conditions of the local market  

and urbanisation trends.

If one were to examine on one axis high and low levels of  

economic growth, and on the other axis, high and low  

public sector investment (including institutional  

support), this sets up a useful model to assist in  

understanding the current crossroads that Germiston  

potentially faces, and where the study area should be  

positioning itself/moving toward.

Based on the scenarios above, the diagram sets up four  

scenarios, which are described conceptually below:

1. Abandon Ship: where there is low public sector 

support  and low economic growth;

2. Declining Slowly: where there is public sector  

investment and support but under conditions of 

low  economic growth.

3. Moving along Slowly: where the conditions for 

economic  growth are high, but public sector 

support and  investment is low;

4. A Thriving Centre: where there is high economic 

growth  supported by high public sector 

investment.

It could be argued that currently Germiston straddles  

between scenario’s 2 and 3. Ultimately, where one  

should be aiming, in terms of developing a strategy, is to  

towards between scenario’s 3 and 4 in the short-medium  

term, and ultimately shift towards scenario 4 in the long  

term.

05A | VISION AND PHILOSOPHICAL  APPROACH

HIGH PUBLIC  

INVESTMENT

HIGHGROWTH

LOWGROWTH

LOW PUBLIC

INVESTMENT

3.MOVING  

ALONG  

SLOWLY

4.THRIVING  

CENTRE

1.ABANDON  

SHIP

2. DECLINING  

SLOWLY

One of the anomalies to this model is reconciling the  

substantial investment already made in the region in  

the form of roads and Public Transit Infrastructure.  

There is a real gap, however, in terms of guiding the  

right types of public and private sector

development in the area to support and harness the  

opportunities of this type of investment (e.g. amenity  

creation and accessibility around Germiston Lake).

This points to a need for a holistic development  

framework that will supporting and guide development  

appropriately – in direct response to local drivers and  

investment, such as the redevelopment of Rand  

Airport, future IRPTN routes and active and passive  

recreation.

GERMISTON
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Fig 38: Development scenarios
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In response to the need for a holistic development  

framework, four key strategies have been 

developed  for undertaking an urban renewal 

strategy and  associated Development Framework 

for the  Germiston area. These strategies have 

been  developed from the key findings arising out 

of the  assessment and SWOT analysis.

The initial strategies are as follows, and subject 

to  a Charrette process:

Strategy 1 – Promote Connectivity

Strategy 2 – Enhance Urbanism Opportunities

Strategy 3 – Grow Possibilities

Strategy 4 – Ensure Sustainability

These strategies form the basis of initiating 

a  spatial response to the future precinct.

05B TOWARDS  AN URBAN  RENEWAL STRATEGY
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Fig 39: Unpacking the four key strategies
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A Charrette was held with the client body on the 21st

January 2016 to co-create a more tangible vision for the

future of Germiston lake.

Here, the findings of the Status Quo assessment  and associated 

strategies were firstly unpacked, and  thereafter a process of 

visioning and strategic  spatial intervention was undertaken.

The visioning exercise focussed primarily on the role  that 

Germiston could fulfil at the regional level in  future:

• A place of regional economic importance 

and  performance;

• A place for people to engage with 

the  environment;

• A Gateway into Ekurhuleni & greater

Germiston;

• An outdoor recreation/sporting hotspot;

• A place for reinforcing community

interaction.

Several spatial strategies were then drafted in  response to this. 

These are contextualised overleaf.

05C REFINEMENT OF  VISION VIA CHARRETTE
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Fig 40: Charrette concept drawing which depicts the key strategies
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The spatial strategies developed for the Germiston  

area are as follows:

1. Optimising its Regional Location

2. Integrating Better with its Context

3. Connecting to the CBD

4. Promoting Green Infrastructure

5. Being an Environmental Resource

6. Enhancing its Role as a Sports & Recreation  

Precinct

7. Optimising its Public Interface

8. Activating the Overall Precinct

These are elaborated on separately overleaf, along

with a final development perspective.

05D KEY  STRATEGIES  FOR  INTERVENTION
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GERMISTON LAKE

TO ELANDSPARK 
& ELANDSFONTEIN

TO 
DRIES NIEMANDT, 
KEMPTON PARK

CBD & O.R TAMBO 
INTERNATONAL 

AIRPORT

TO NATALSPRUIT

TO BOKSBURG

TO EDENVALE

GERMISTON CBD

TO JOHANNESBURG

RAND AIRPORT

ALBERTON

Fig 41: The Precinct Plan spatial concept
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1. Optimising the Precinct’s Regional Location

The Germiston Lake Precinct is located quite  centrally to 

other opportunity areas, and yet the  major arterials and 

railway routes create a distinct  barrier for the precinct in 

terms of  permeating/entering the site from the outside, 

and  its physical growth and development from within.

The following strategies proposed for the precinct  are:

• Improving connectivity through improved  existing 

routes and new connections (e.g. the  N17 as a key 

gateway into the area);

• Promoting higher level connectivity/location –

through logistics, freight, etc;

• Link centres of production and consumption  via:-

• Railway lines

• Rand Airport;

• Promote the precinct as a Gateway by  capitalising on 

the Rand Airport and nearby  prime logistics land;

• Promote Rand Airport as a future innovation  hub to 

support the Aerotropolis;

• Opportunity also lies in promoting it as a  ‘Destination’ by 

capitalising on the  opportunities latent in Victoria Lake 

area which,  as an example, could be stimulated by way 

of  promoting activity along the water’s edge and  by 

introducing a jetty which could double up as  a stage for 

concerts (considered in the  ‘Optimising its Public 

Interface’ section further  below).

05D KEY  STRATEGIES  FOR  INTERVENTION
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Fig 42: Map indicating the key regional amenities and 

infrastructure which are built on the precinct plan
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2. Integrating with its Context

The Germiston Lake precinct requires a higher level  of 

integration with its context, in an area of  historical (i.e. 

mining) and industrial significance,  and in an area which is a 

key logistics precinct  (noting in particular the importance of 

Rand  Airport).

Key strategies proposed in this regard are:

• Creating appropriate and positive interfaces  with the wider 

region through the creation of  Gateways. Importantly the 

N17 & Wits Rifles  Road Gateway (located south east) is  

considered a priority item due to its proximity to  the 

airport and the fact that it is also a major  connector to the 

Lake area. Other key Gateways  are the Rand Airport Road 

and Van Riebeek  Street Gateway (located south west), and 

the  M2 and Refinery Road gateway (located in the  north);

• Creating an image of the precinct as a “Lake  District“. 

This is an identity that would tie it  into a bigger 

network of destinations in  Ekurhuleni, if not Gauteng.

05D KEY  STRATEGIES  FOR  INTERVENTION
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Fig 43: Precedent images which show that 

integration takes place at several scales; at 

the scale of an urban linkage, a public space 

and down to the palette of street furniture 

and landscaping.
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3. Connecting to the City

Germiston CBD is the civic centre of Ekurhuleni  and as such, the 

nearby Lake and Rand Airport  precinct needs to respond to this 

draw card.

Strategies proposed in this regard are as follows and  are denoted in 

the adjacent diagram:

• Create new connections and improved existing  vehicular and 

pedestrian linkages – ensuring  public space connections 

between key spaces  like the lake area and CBD (e.g. via the 

Queens  Street canal);

• Capitalise on Public Transport accessibility  leading to the 

CBD (and consider upgrading  and/or repurposing 

underutilised or defunct  railway lines in the precinct such as 

the line  passing Gosforth Park for possible NMT  routing);

• Promote a Non-Motorised movement focus in  the precinct and 

do this through the genesis of  finer grain blocks, for a more 

permeable urban  grid for users;

• Opportunity also exists to link the precinct with  road and/or NMT 

connections to Alberton in the  south, through creation of an 

urban ‘ribbon’  spanning the nearby CBD, through the Lake  

precinct, and leading in the direction of  Alberton.

05D KEY  STRATEGIES  FOR  INTERVENTION
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Fig 44: An example of 

a protected cycle 

lane which is a key 

component of the 

NMT network

Fig 45: Map indicting the proposed movement networks within the study area.
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4. Promoting Green Infrastructure

The expansive open space and lake system in Germiston 

Lake precinct should be complimented  by infrastructure 

that respects nature, and in so  doing, sets it 

apart/differentiates it from other areas  of an industrial and 

logistics nature.

As such, the following strategies are proposed:

• Promoting the idea of an innovative, world class  

industrial and logistics precinct which  benchmarks 

green energies and operates ‘off  the grid’ as far as 

possible (e.g. through use of  natural shade over active 

cooling of buildings  and the use of renewable energy 

for street  lights);

• Use of water sensitive urban design (e.g. bio  

swales).

05D KEY  STRATEGIES  FOR  INTERVENTION
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Fig 46: An example of green infrastructure at the scale of an 

industrial development. A large roofscape of solar panels for 

power generation and heating of water. 

Fig 47: Capturing rainwater on site in a way that it adds an 

accessible amenity with a positive edge. 
Fig 48: Bioswales can be used to capture stormwater which is 

retained, to recharge the ground water table rather than 

depleting by directing water to engineered pipe systems. 
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5. Being an Environmental Resource

The precinct’s central lake system is a part of a  much broader drainage 

and open space network  which ahs suffered degradation in the past. 

This  open space and central hydrological system must be  viewed and 

bolstered as the critical resource that it  is.

The following strategies are proposed:

• Create connections to - and reinforce - the  broader ecological 

open space and hydrology  system;

• Capitalise sustainably on the latent potential of  these local natural 

resources, such as their  potential for amenity creation and the 

attractive  views that they provide in an otherwise built up  and 

industrial precinct;

• Ensure that the landscape is the main  structuring element in the 

precinct which  determined where new development in the area  is 

organised and concentrated;

• Bolster and maintain the natural landscape to  meet multiple goals 

simultaneously, e.g. to  perform utilitarian natural service provision 

such  as stormwater filtration and attenuation and  provide 

recreational opportunities, as well as  core ecological functions such 

as biodiversity  support, corridor linkages to wider ecosystems  and 

provision of refuge for local fauna;

• Consider catchment management interventions  for improved water 

quality and ecological  restoration;

• Understand the natural landscape and  ecological functionality of 

the Rand Airport  before proposing wall-to-wall development on  

the site;

• Reinforce and consolidate the lake and  surrounding park as a 

cohesive regional scale  amenity – reducing its fragmentation.

05D KEY  STRATEGIES  FOR  INTERVENTION
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Fig 49: Precedent images which show examples of water bodies and environmental systems 

reconfigured to serve both ecologically as well as public amenities.

Fig 50: Diagram which highlights the open space system within the study 

area (in green) as a significant East-west spatial element
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6. Enhancing its Role as a Sports & Recreation  Precinct

The Germiston Lake and Rand Airport precinct  contains the makings of a 

sports and recreation  precinct, with the presence of a golf course, major  

park and lake system, and the Germiston Stadium  immediately beyond its 

‘borders’. This linear  configuration of activity zones represents a major  

opportunity for the future of the area.

Proposed strategies are as follows:

• Consolidate and optimise the existing  abovementioned structures 

with a view to  developing a World Class Sporting &  Recreational

Precinct. 

• A key driver of the strategy is the potential to extend the lake with a 

2000m international standard rowing course. See pages 57-58 for 

more detail. 

• Create an active open space link between these  zones and link them to 

Germiston CBD (as a  support zone to this precinct);

• Promote and market active and passive  recreation, such as sailing; 

golfing; running;  cycling; picnicking; rowing; paddling; water- skiing; 

swimming; indigenous games;  jazz/music festivals, outdoor exhibits,

etc.

05D KEY  STRATEGIES  FOR  INTERVENTION
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Fig 51: An example of an intensified 

sports centre

Fig 52: Rowing is a key sport at the 

Germiston Lake which has the potential 

to be intensified.

Fig 53: The Germiston Lake, as a key sport and recreation amenity and combined with the sports facilities 

east of the study area, plays a significant regional role which is further amplified in this Precinct Plan. 
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7. Optimizing its Public Interface

Having a healthy public interface in the Germiston
Lake and Rand Airport precinct will perpetuate a
vibrant precinct that is recognized by a wider set of
users. The precinct has the makings of an
outstanding interface, particularly at the lake.

The following key strategies are proposed:
• Make and protect natural vistas - especially of the 

Victoria Lake and other local natural resources;
• Create positive edge conditions - especially of the 

lake through introduction of a more accessible 
public road and promenade with housing and mixed 
uses fronting onto the road;

• Celebrate landmarks in the precinct –from natural 
features like the lake and trees, to heritage buildings 
and the airport;

• Maximize public space around transit points and 
routes (particularly NMT).

• A key proposal contained within the framework is 
the remarkable opportunity to establish a "festival" 
square. Located at the southern gateway, this space 
provides for public activities framed by supportive 
retail

05D KEY  STRATEGIES  FOR  INTERVENTION

Fig 54: Precedent images which show how the edge of the lake can 

be articulated to be a safe and active edge without having to fence 

off the water’s edge.

Fig 55: The proposals made in the Precinct Plan are aimed at optimizing the interface of the Lake and 

surrounds as a key public amenity in the region. 
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8. Activating the Overall Precinct

The precinct has a diverse set of offerings which
should be bolstered for future enhanced livability.
The strategies proposed are as follows:
• Improving livability through further diversification - introducing a more mixed 

use profile, with expanded housing opportunities (particularly near the lake 
and golf course);

• Enhancing and marketing Germiston Lake and Rand Airport precinct as a 
destination -with a mixed use, vibrant and active interface and the ability to 
operate as a 24hour city;

• Ensuring the precinct if more walkable, clean and secure, with appropriate 
digital infrastructure, for improved livability;

• Promoting the adaptive reuse of old heritage buildings in the precinct, to create 
a renewed Germiston feel;

• Developing a 'central' promenade and/or activity circuit around the lake, with 
direct and easy connections to nearby areas of interest.

• Enhancing the recreation opportunities for general leisure and picnicking along 
softer generous spaces along the waters edge.

Fig 56: Map indicating gateways for public environment upgrade, 

properties within the study area that are optimal for development 

and development planned for the immediate future.
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A. M2 Gateway

B. Jack St - Germiston CBD Gateway

C. Power St - Germiston CBD Gateway

D. Germiston Lake – Refinery Rd Gateway

E. N17 – Wits Rifle Range Rd Gateway

F. Rand Airport Rd gateway

G. Rand Airport Entrance Gateway

1. Festival Square

2. Rowing Course

3. Sports related mixed-use

4. Golf course Mixed-use

5. Office & Retail

6. Rand Airport Mixed-use

7. Rand Airport Offices & Logistics

8. Rand Airport Warehousing & Logistics

9. S&J Industrial Development

10. Eskom Mixed-use North

11. Eskom Mixed-use South

12. M2 gateway offices

13. S&J Industrial Development

05D KEY  STRATEGIES  FOR  INTERVENTION
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The Germiston Lake -Rand Airport Precinct proposes to 

incorporate a 2000m Olympic-standard rowing course into 

Germiston Lake as a catalytic project. Currently only two 

courses at this 2000m standard are found in South Africa. The 

National Rowing Course is at Roodeplaat, north of Tshwane,  

and is the only full length course in Gauteng. 

The incorporation of the rowing course will have significant 

benefits for the Germiston Lake -Rand Airport Precinct, as well 

as the Ekurhuleni Metro as a region. 

POTENTIAL BENEFITS

• Enhancing the Precinct’s role as a regional sports and 

recreation precinct.

• Opportunity to host international competitions and also  to 

attract overseas competitors for high altitude training.

• Opportunity to qualify to host Commonwealth and 

Olympic events. 

• The course will be the only world class site in Africa and 

would expose South Africa to many international sports 

events, teams and macro sports bodies, and create the 

‘go-to’ place in Africa for large body water sports.
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05E PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL: EXTENSION OF GERMISTON LAKE FOR ROWING COURSE

Fig 57: Indicative layout of the 2000m rowing course
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MOTIVATION

Germiston Lake has in the past been identified as an ideal location for the 2000m 

rowing course for a number of reasons:

• Germiston Lake can be extended along the golf course end of the lake. The ground 

drops off in that area which will limit the amount of earth moving required which 

dramatically reduces the cost of such a project.

• Germiston Lake is already home to a large number of rowers, canoeists and 

triathletes.

• The water quality at Germiston Lake is better than other sites. 

• Access to the site is ideal, considering the proximity to highways, rail and airports. 

• If Germiston Lake is extended to a full size course, the lake would be extensively 

used. The two rowing schools that are partly based at Roodeplaat Dam, would 

base all their athletes at Germiston Lake.

• Rowing training for the main Gauteng season starts in August and continues until 

the end of the championship regattas. The International season is in our Winter, 

so crews competing Internationally would train in the Winter. The Universities 

hold their annual Boat Race at Port Alfred at the beginning of September. The 

main training for this is from April till September – two local universities would 

use this facility during this time.

• Most of the regattas normally held at Roodeplaat, would be moved to Germiston 

Lake. Having a course that meets International standards, means that we will be 

able to host African and World Rowing events. There is tremendous support from 

the International governing body to host events in Africa in order to promote 

universality within sport.

• Should South Africa be awarded the opportunity to hold the Olympics, this venue 

could be used, even if Johannesburg isn’t the host city. A precedent has already 

been set for some sports to be held remotely from the host city.

05E PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL: EXTENSION OF GERMISTON LAKE FOR ROWING COURSE

AN INTENSIFIED SPORTS PRECINCT

In order to justify the development of a rowing course, it needs to cater for as many sporting 

codes as possible. As is done with rowing courses around the world, it should be tied in sprint 

canoeing, triathlon and open water swimming. If there is space, a white water canoeing and 

kayaking facility can be added.

Open water swimming is popular with people with disabilities and the profile of the venue could 

be raised by making it a home for disabled or adaptive sport.

Other sports such as road cycling, walking, running, dragon boat racing, model boating, roller-

blading, basketball, volleyball, beach volleyball can all be accommodated in a multisport water 

facility. Team building activities can also be accommodated.

The rowing course lends itself to the development of a park around the water for public 

recreation further exposing our society to the healthy aspects of sport. This would be suitable 

for picnics, games, bird watching, model boats and strolling along the water.

CONSIDERATIONS

• The Germiston Golf course would be need to be closed.

• Power Road running between the two side of the golf course would need to be reconfigured 

and the proposed new road connection from the N3-highway, through the S&J Development 

(See Page 64) would have to be designed appropriately to cross over the extension of the 

rowing course.  With the above in mind, it is imperative that the relevant roads authorities 

be involved in the design of the envisaged extension of the rowing course.

• The benefits of competing land-uses (mixed-use development) for the same land would 

need to be weighed up against those of the rowing course. 

• The altitude of Germiston Lake is 1650m amsl. FISA and the International Canoe Federation 

have already committed to allowing international events to take place at an altitude of 

1500m. Rowing South Africa will engage with FISA and ICF to allow 1650m amsl.
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The adjacent development framework plan is a portrayal of 

the overall concepts making up the strategy for Germiston 

Lake and Rand Airport precinct. 

The overall framework illustrates graphically the key ideas

for the precinct. These include:

1. The celebration of the lake and its open space 

extensions as the "genius loci" and central armature 

that catalyzes and structures future development.

2. The introduction of a 2km rowing course which would 

elevate the status of the precinct as a key regional and 

national sporting facility. 

3. A fundamental concept is the introduction of active 

pedestrian edges along the perimeter of the rowing 

course and lake. These lake interfaces are to contain 

supportive public and retail uses that bring vitality to 

this green asset.

4. The western interface seeks to establish connections 

with the Germiston CBD through green linkages.

5. In response to some of the urban opportunities, the 

expansion of urban development in a mixed use 

format on the southern portion of the golf course land 

is a key proposal to intensify development within the 

precinct. This expansion interfaces with the adjacent 

Rand Airport mixed-use development.

6. Other urban expansion precincts, which already have 

private development drive behind them, include the 

airport related businesses in the south and the 

expansion of industrial activities in the north western 
parts of the precinct.

05F BUILDING THE PLAN | Development Framework 

offices

mixed-use
festival square

RAND AIRPORT

mixed-use

logistics and warehousing

S&J Industrial

sports mixed-use

sports & rowing

offices

Industrial

Fig 58: Framework plan indicating the key 

development areas as per land-use
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The Germiston Lake & Rand Airport precinct is structured by significant

regional scale elements; the Rand Airport, the Germiston Lake, the

railway line and large tracts of industrial development. These elements

play a critical role in asserting the precinct's regional role but they also

create a distinct barrier for the precinct in terms of permeating/entering

the site from the outside, and its physical growth and development from

within. To transform and grow the precinct key linkages need to be

strengthened. Strategies proposed in this regard are as follows and are

denoted in the adjacent diagram:

• Strengthen the M2 eastern connection from the precinct into 

Germiston CBD.

• Three connections through the S&J and Gosforth park Industrial 

areas have the potential to open up the north-south and east-west 

connectivity of the precinct.

• Capitalize on Public Transport accessibility leading to the CBD (and 

consider upgrading and/or repurposing underutilized or defunct 

railway lines in the precinct such as the line passing Gosforth Park 

for possible NMT routing);

• Promote a Non-Motorised movement focus in the precinct and do 

this through the genesis of finer grain blocks, for a more permeable 

urban grid for users;

• Opportunity also exists to link the precinct with road and/or NMT 

connections to Alberton in the south, through creation of an urban 

'ribbon' spanning the nearby CBD, through the Lake precinct, and 

leading in the direction of Alberton.

05F BUILDING THE PLAN | Movement and circulation framework

Proposed vehicular connections

Proposed NMT routes

Fig 59: Map indicating the proposed movement and 

public transport routes within the study area 
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The adjacent development framework plan is a portrayal of the overall concepts 

making up the strategy for Germiston Lake and Rand Airport precinct. 

Key land use proposals include:

• Retaining the designation as park for the immediate lake environments but 

containing key development ' beads“ along it's interfaces. 

• Introducing residential as a land use that facilities densification and 

threshold to support the activities within the lake precinct.

• Providing for High Density residential to create greater support and frame 

particular parts of the precinct. This includes forming a vital edge defining 

the southern gateway into the Lake and park system

• Mixed use activities are planned as an interface along the southern airport 

logistics interface within the future redevelopment of the portion of the 

golf course. It is envisaged that these may contain offices related to the 

broader airport and related Aerotropolis initiative.

• Given the role of this precinct in forming part of the wider Aerotropolis 

concept, substantial parts of the northern and western portions of the 

precinct are reserved for industrial use and airport logistics uses are 

contained within the immediate airport environment in the southern 

portions of the precinct.

• A social amenity cluster is proposed at the northern gateway to the lake 

which occupies a prime position as a special place on an "island". The 

possibility of a special public or events building on the waters edge would 

serve as a local landmark.

• Hotel and restaurants are proposed within the Festival Square zone that will 

serve to activate this as a special space within the framework.

Fig 60: Proposed land-use framework

05F BUILDING THE PLAN | Land use framework
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The lake and open space system offers significant

potential to both structure the precinct as well as to

be the backbone on which social facilities and

amenities are anchored.

The adjacent plan highlights in magenta the

proposed nodes which have the potential to

developed as key social and public amenity nodes.

These amenities will be connected by an integrated

network of NMT routes & promenade edges

(magenta routes) to the lake which offer key

linkages between amenities and to amenities

from the broader region.

The four key nodes within which social

facilities and public amenities will be located

1. Festival Square & Park

2. North Shore (Rowing & Sports related amenities)

3. Golf course mixed-use node (Education facilities)

05F BUILDING THE PLAN | Social facilities and public amenities plan

NMT routes

Social Facility sites

1

2

3

Fig 61: Proposed social amenities and NMT routes across the precinct 
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06
BUILDING THE PLAN

A. Urban Design Plan & Proposals

B. 1. Festival Square & Recreation Park

C. 2. Rowing Course & Supporting Facilities

D. 3. Rand Airport & Golf Course Redevelopment

E. 4. Northern Industrial Redevelopment



The adjacent development framework plan is a

portrayal of the overall concepts making up the

strategy for Germiston Lake and Rand Airport

precinct. This has been generated as a 3D plan

(see perspectives overleaf).

Key proposals and catalytic projects in the

development framework are located within four

focus areas. These four areas are unpacked in the

following pages.

1. Festival Square & Recreation Park

2. Rowing Course & Supporting Facilities

3. Rand Airport & Golf Course Redevelopment

4. Northern Industrial Redevelopment

06A BUILDING THE PLAN | URBAN DESIGN PLAN & PROPOSALS

Fig 62: Map indicating the four main catalytic project areas
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06A BUILDING THE PLAN | URBAN DESIGN PLAN/PROPOSALS

RAND AIRPORT 

MIXED USE

GOLF COURSE 

MIXED USE

ROWING START

RAND AIRPORT 

DEVELOPMENT

GOLF COURSE 

BUSINESS & 

OFFICE

2KM ROWING 

COURSE

FESTIVAL 

SQUARE & 

RECREATIONAL 

PARK

NORTH SHORE 

SPORT AND 

ROWING

ROWING FINISH Fig 63: 3D rendering of the Precinct Plan
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06B BUILDING THE PLAN | 1. Festival Square & Recreation Park

The primary concepts for this focus area are as follows:

• The celebration of the lake and its open space extensions as the 

"genius loci" and central armature that catalyzes and structures 

future development.

• An articulated hard public space which is axial to Russell Rd. this 

space becomes the primary structing element on this portion of the 

park and around which trading, restaurants, a hotel and event 

space happen.

• A fundamental concept is the introduction of active pedestrian 

edges along the perimeter of the lake. These lake interfaces are to 

contain supportive public uses that bring vitality to this green asset.

• The eastern interface seeks to establish connections and improve 

the interface of the lake with Refinery Road and Lake Road

• It is essential to provide recreational and functional NMT 

connections to further activate the open space.

• The key projects in this focus area are listed as 1-14 on the 

adjacent framework image, figure 62.
1. Festival Square

2. Hotel

3. Restaurants

4. Restaurant I Event Space

5. Mixed-use

6. Extended boardwalk

7. Picnic area

8. High density residential

9. Social Amenity

10. Small traders facilities

11. Public jetty

12. Ecological park

13. Promenade

1

5

9 10

3

6
7

8

4

11

12

13

2

11

8

Fig 64:  Detail plan of the Festival Square project with key projects indicated
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06B BUILDING THE PLAN | 1. Festival Square & Recreation Park

ROWING COURSE

PROMANADE PARK UPGRADE HIGH DENSITY 

RESIDENTIAL

RESTAURANT/ 

EVENTS SPACE

RESTAURANT

MIXED USE

FESTIVAL 

SQUARE

HOTEL INTERSECTION 

UPGRADE

SPORTS 

PRECINCT
HIGH DENISTY

RESIDENTIAL
PROMANADETRADER 

STALLS

PUBLIC 

JETTY

Fig 65: 3D rendering of Festival Square
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06C BUILDING THE PLAN | 2. Rowing Course & Supporting Facilities

The primary concepts for this focus area are as follows:

• The introduction of a 2km rowing course which would 
elevate the status of the precinct as a key regional and 
national sporting facility. 

• The rowing course will extend over Power Rd and take up a 
portion of the Golf Course land. 

• The ‘Finish’ of the course is located on the eastern side of 
the course, close to existing water sport facilities. These 
facilities will be retained where possible but additional 
facilities to support the scale and nature of the rowing 
course will be introduced on this portion of the site. A 
portion of the northern banks of the lake in this area, could 
be reclaimed to accommodate further facilities.

• The ‘Start’ of the rowing course is located on the western 
edge. 

• Power St will require reconfiguration to accommodate the 
rowing course. The feasibility of a bridge over the rowing 
course (11) versus the redirection of the road to the West 
(12) requires further investigation.

• Improve access and connections to the lake and park from the 
north

• Improve access and linkages from the Germiston CBD I 
Eastern edge of the lake

• Activate the waters edge of the lake
• Provide recreational and functional NMT connections which 

provide key east-west linkages and tie into the planned 
Germiston CBD routes

• Reconfigure the northern edge of the lake into canal system 
which offers prime development potential on the waters 
edge. This mixed-use development should have a sports focus 
to compliment and further intensify the sporting nature of the 
precinct.

• The remaining portion of the golf course has the potential to 
be developed into offices and a corner retail site. The golf 
course club house should be retained and incorporated into 
the development due to its heritage significance. 

1. 2000m Rowing Course

2. Rowing course related amenities

3. Race finish

4. Race start

5. Return lane

6. Canal and promenade

7. Sport related mixed-use development

8. Offices

9. Pedestrian connections to Germiston CBD

10. Retail

11. Bridge over Power St

12. Redirection of Power St

1
5

3

6

7

8

4

2
9

10

11

Fig 66: Detail plan of the Rowing Course & Supporting Facilities
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06C BUILDING THE PLAN | Rowing Course & Supporting Facilities

Fig 67: 3D rendering of the Rowing 

Course & Supporting Facilities
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06D BUILDING THE PLAN | 3. Rand Airport & Golf Course Redevelopment

The primary concepts for this focus area are as follows:

• Creating an integrated mixed-use development on two sites -

property owned by Rand Airport Holdings (A) and the western 

portion of the existing gold course (B). 

• Providing for High Density residential to create greater 

support and frame particular parts of the precinct. This 

includes forming a vital edge defining the southern gateway 

into the Lake and park system

• Mixed use activities are planned as an interface along the 

southern airport logistics interface within the future 

redevelopment of the portion of the golf course. It is 

envisaged that these may contain offices related to the 

broader airport and related Aerotropolis initiative.

• The northern edge of the development should have a strong 

and positive interface with the water and open space system

• It is proposed that the defunct railway line and station be 

transformed into an NMT trail and supportive facility which 

could act as a critical north south NMT link between the lake 

and Alberton.

• The key projects in this focus area are listed as 1-14 on the 

adjacent framework image

1. Medium Density Residential

2. Mixed-use 

3. School

4. Rand Airport Retail

5. Rand Airport Residential

6. Rand Airport Service Station

7. Rand Airport Logistics & Offices

8. Reinstated station & light rail

9. NMT park trail

10. Offices

11. Retail

1
5

3

6

7

8

4

2
9

Fig 68: Detail plan of the Rand Airport & Golf 
Course Redevelopment
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06D BUILDING THE PLAN | 3. Rand Airport & Golf Course Redevelopment

Fig 69: 3D rendering of the Rand Airport & Golf 

Course Redevelopment
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06E BUILDING THE PLAN | 4. Northern Industrial Redevelopment

The primary concepts for this focus area are as follows:

• Given the role of this precinct in forming part of the wider 

Aerotropolis concept, substantial parts of the northern and 

western portions of the precinct are reserved for industrial 

use and airport logistics uses are contained within the 

immediate airport environment in the southern portions of 

the precinct. 

• Within this predominantly industrial portion of the 

Precinct, there are opportunities for mixed-use 

developments.

• Eskom owns land close to the lake (2 & 3) which are 

underdeveloped and have the potential to becomes mixed-

use sub-precinct which can grow the residential base of the 

precinct and extend the qualities and amenities  of the 

nearby CBD into the Precinct.

• Large tracts of vacant land between the M2 and the railway 

line have potential to be developed into offices, supporting 

the gateway interface into the Precinct as well as into the 

Germiston CBD.

• This portion of the Precinct has good access to the rail line 

and stations which should be investigated further.

• The key projects in this focus area are listed as 1-6 on the 

adjacent framework image

1. M2 Offices

2. Eskom Mixed-use north

3. Eskom Mixed-use south

4. Pedestrian connections to Germiston CBD

5. Rand refinery regeneration and heritage

6. Future road link 

1

5

3

4

2

Fig 70: Detail plan of the Northern Industrial Redevelopment
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06E BUILDING THE PLAN | 4. Northern Industrial Redevelopment
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Fig 71: 3D rendering of the Northern Industrial Redevelopment
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06 BUILDING THE PLAN Fig 72: Artists’ impression of the 2000m Germiston Lake Rowing Course 

and promenade edge on an event day
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07A IMPLEMENTATION FRAMEWORK | IMPLEMENTING THE VISION

Realising the vision for the Germiston Lake – Rand Airport Precinct, as 

encapsulated through the Urban Design Precinct Plan, is a long term 

process, with the full development potential and envisaged outcomes 

of the Framework being very much part of an urban development 

process that will take decades to unfold. It is therefore important to 

have in place the basis of implementation strategy to guide both 

public and private interventions in the precinct, and develop 

appropriate institutional responses, mechanisms and a development 

programme that can be refined over time. 

The Urban Design Precinct Plan provides the spatial vision and 

guidance for physical interventions – but the implementation of the 

vision requires the collaboration and efforts of the full range of urban 

stakeholders and implementing agencies, including residents and 

communities. 

The Urban Design Precinct Plan has identified a key set of projects 

and programs for implementation across different work streams, a 

number of which will require more detailed planning and elaboration 

as growth and development in the precinct unfold. The challenge is 

the need to coordinate planning of this nature across different work 

streams, as well as across different spheres of government, including 

Local, Provincial as well as National government. 

Beyond the sequencing of projects, the coordination needs to 

ensure that the intended outcomes of the plan are achieved in an 

integrated way. The projects required to realise the vision include a 

range of civil and bulk infrastructural projects, generally 

implemented by one or more of the City agencies. 

Sustaining the future growth and development requires investment 

in projects related to social and public infrastructure, such as clinics, 

schools, libraries, and related facilities. Whilst many of these are 

City responsibilities, there is also a strong role, and indeed need, for 

the private sector to participate in the implementation of the vision. 

A number of key projects in the Precinct, many of which are 

potential catalysts, require direct involvement and investment by 

the private sector. 

The remainder of this section goes on to present a proposed 

phasing plan to guide the development/ strategic release of land for 

development in the precinct.
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07B IMPLEMENTATION FRAMEWORK | PRECINCT PLAN PHASING

The adjacent figure 71 indicated the proposed phasing plan to guide 

development or the release of land for development within the 

Germiston Lake – Rand Airport Precinct. The phasing plan was 

developed with the aim of promoting public investment in strategic 

areas within the precinct, as a means of showing a level of commitment 

for the area by the city. Development commitment by the city to a 

specific area will in turn, stimulate private investment in the area. 

The phasing plan takes into consideration the current timelines around 

the Rand Airport development portions. These have been identified and 

described as Phase A, B, C & D. These developments would occur in 

parallel to the proposals made in this Precinct Plan.

The project areas identified as part of this precinct plan Phased 1 – 7.

See Tables 8 & 9 for an overview of the projects per phase and  the 

project sheets overleaf  for detail descriptions of Phase 1 projects.

NOTE:

The phasing plan should not be seen as static, as it is subject to various 

market variations. (Example: Investor is interested in developing one 

phase prior to the preceding phase). 

. 
Fig 73: Map showing the proposed project phases
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PROJECT PHASE PROJECT NAME BEGIN YEAR END YEAR TIMELINE

Phase A RAND AIRPORT GATEWAY 2017 2019 2  YEAR

PHASE B RAND AIRPORT MIXED-USE 2017 2022-25 5-8 YEAR

PHASE C RAIN AIRPORT NORTH TBD TBD TBD

PHASE D RAND AIRPORT SOUTH TBD TBD TBD

RAND AIRPORT DEVELOPMENT

PROJECT PHASE PROJECT NAME BEGIN YEAR END YEAR TIMELINE

PHASE 1 FESTIVAL SQUARE & ROWING COURSE 
FEASIBILITY

2017 2022 5 YEAR

PHASE 2a ROWING COURSE & SUPPORT 
AMENITIES

2019 2024 5 YEAR

PHASE 2b NORTH SHORE CANAL & ISLAND 
PRECINCT

2021 2026 5 YEAR

PHASE 3 GOLF COURSE WEST – MIXED-USE 2024 2029 5 YEAR

PHASE 4 GOLF COURSE WEST – OFFICE & 
BUSINESS PRECINCT

2030 2033 3 YEAR

PHASE 5 ESKOM MIXED-USE SOUTH 2030 2033 3 YEAR

PHASE 6 ESKOM MIXED-USE NORTH 2030 2033 3 YEAR

PHASE 7 M2 GATEWAY OFFICES 2030 2033 3 YEAR

PRECINCT PLAN KEY PROJECTS

07B IMPLEMENTATION FRAMEWORK | PRECINCT PLAN PHASING

Table 8: Rand Airport 

development phasing

Table 9: Germiston Lake – Rand Airport 

Precinct project phasing
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PROJECT NO STRATEGY AND PROJECT TIMEFRAME/ 

PRIORITY

COMBINED CAPITAL & OPERATIONAL BUDGET 

ESTIMATE*

CATEGORY 1:  PLANNING APPROVAL AND IMPLEMENTATION SET UP

TOTAL ZAR: 13 500 000 (Excluding Acquisition of Strategic Parcels of land)

1
Engaging with Relevant National, Provincial 

and Local Departments

Immediate R500 000

2
ROWING COURSE Feasibility Study Immediate R2 500 000

3 FESTIVAL SQUARE Detail Urban Design Plan Immediate R4 500 000

4

Survey, consolidation, Sub-division and Rezoning Of Land (Scheme 

Amendment) (SPLUMA)

Short Term R6 000 000

CATEGORY 2:  DEVELOP CORE MIXED USE & RECREATION PRECINCT - PHASE 1

TOTAL ZAR: 24 600 000 (exclusive of IRPTN)

5
Develop Public Festival Square Public Space, public jetty and 

waterfront promenade including trading stalls

Short Term R100 000 000

6

Construct And Upgrade New Roads and bulk infrastructure within 

The Precinct

Short Term R12 000 000

7

Facilitate The Development of the hotel, restaurants & waterfront 

mixed-use through Public Private Partnerships (PPP’s)

Short Term R500 000

8 Upgrade of Park Picnic Area and Social Amenities Short Term R50 000 000

9

Upgrade of Ecological Park area Short Term R 35 000 000

*Budget is an Estimate and  Reflects Construction and Internal Operational Cost Only (Excludes Site Preparation Costs, P and G's, Contingencies, Escalation and 
External Professional Fees, VAT and equates to an additional ± 60% To Total – Varies)

07C IMPLEMENTATION FRAMEWORK | PHASE 1 CATALYTIC PROJECTS

Table 10: Phase 1 catalytic projects
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PROJECT NO: 1 PROJECT TITLE: Engaging with Relevant National, Provincial 

and Local Departments On Current Phase 1 Approach

PROJECT TYPE:  Institutional PROJECT ILLUSTRATION:

PROJECT DESCRIPTION/SIGNIFICANCE:
• Presentations , workshops, motivational reports and one-on-one engagement with key decision-

makers at National, Provincial and Local levels of government

KEY PROJECT 
COMPONENTS:

ENGINEERING SERVICE CAPACITY:

1.Organised presentations
2.Motivational reports
3.Workshops
4.One-on-one engagement

N/A

ADDITIONAL STUDIES 
REQUIRED:

INSTITUTIONAL: IMPLEMENTORS:

INTERNAL: EXTERNAL:

1. EIA N/A 1. URBAN MANAGEMENT: N/A Key 
Department
(s):
1.City 

Planning: 
Spatial 
Planning

Supported 
By:
1.Economic 

Develop-
ment 

2.Facilities & 
Real 
Estate

Key
Stakeholder 
(s):
1.National 

Govern-
ment (e.g. 
Treasury/
NDP prog-
ramme
officials)

2.Provincial 
Govern-
ment (e.g. 
COGTA)

2. TRAFFIC 
ASSESSMENT/ TIA

N/A

3. PLANNING STUDY N/A 2. INCENTIVES: N/A

4. URBAN DESIGN N/A

5. ARCHITECTURE N/A 3. FINANCING OPTIONS:  
Annual municipal operational 
budget

6. OTHER: N/A

PHASING: IMMEDIATE
(0-2 YRS)

SHORT 
(2-5 YRS)

MEDIUM   
(5-10 YRS)

LONG
(10-15+ YRS)

x

BUDGET: *Budget Reflects Construction 

and Internal Operational Cost Only (Excludes Site 
Preparation Costs, P and G's, Contingencies, 
Escalation and External Professional Fees, 
Additional ± 60% To Total – Varies)

CAPITAL: OPERATIONAL: CADASTRAL DESCRIPTION:

ZAR 500 000
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PROJECT NO: 2 PROJECT TITLE: Rowing Course Feasibility Study PROJECT TYPE:  Institutional PROJECT ILLUSTRATION:

PROJECT DESCRIPTION/SIGNIFICANCE:
• Feasibility Study to ascertain viability of rowing course from a financial, environmental and functional 

point of view.

KEY PROJECT 
COMPONENTS:

ENGINEERING SERVICE CAPACITY:

1.Feasibility Study N/A

ADDITIONAL STUDIES 
REQUIRED:

INSTITUTIONAL: IMPLEMENTORS:

INTERNAL: EXTERNAL:

1. EIA ˇ 1. URBAN MANAGEMENT: N/A Key 
Department
(s):
1.City 

Planning: 
Spatial 
Planning

Supported 
By:
1.Economic 

Develop-
ment 

2.Facilities & 
Real 
Estate

Key
Stakeholder 
(s):
1.National 

Govern-
ment (e.g. 
Treasury/
NDP prog-
ramme
officials)

2.Provincial 
Govern-
ment (e.g. 
COGTA)

2. TRAFFIC 
ASSESSMENT/ TIA ˇ

3. PLANNING STUDY ˇ 2. INCENTIVES: N/A

4. URBAN DESIGN N/A

5. ARCHITECTURE N/A 3. FINANCING OPTIONS:

6. OTHER: N/A

PHASING: IMMEDIATE
(0-2 YRS)

SHORT 
(2-5 YRS)

MEDIUM   
(5-10 YRS)

LONG
(10-15+ YRS)

x

BUDGET: *Budget Reflects Construction 

and Internal Operational Cost Only (Excludes Site 
Preparation Costs, P and G's, Contingencies, 
Escalation and External Professional Fees, 
Additional ± 60% To Total – Varies)

CAPITAL: OPERATIONAL: CADASTRAL DESCRIPTION:

ZAR 2 500 000
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PROJECT NO: 3 PROJECT TITLE: FESTIVAL SQUARE Detail Urban 

Design Plan

PROJECT TYPE: Urban Design & Planning PROJECT ILLUSTRATION:

PROJECT DESCRIPTION/SIGNIFICANCE:
• Detailed precinct design plan with sufficient detail for municipality to package tangible projects /RFPs for 

developers/lenders  to invest in the area

KEY PROJECT 
COMPONENTS:

ENGINEERING SERVICE CAPACITY:

1. Detailed precinct design plan
2. Detailed zoning controls  and form 

based codes
3. Detailed TRL
4. Detailed landscape plan
5. Action plan & costs
6. PPP arrangements

1. Need to consult GLS Engineering about water and sewer capacities
2. Electricity capacity is unknown – requires interviews

ADDITIONAL STUDIES 
REQUIRED:

INSTITUTIONAL: IMPLEMENTORS:

INTERNAL: EXTERNAL:

1. EIA N/A 1. URBAN MANAGEMENT: 
Develop mechanisms for a 
future Urban Management 
Zone within precinct

Key 
Department 
(s):
1.City 

Planning: 
Spatial 
Planning

2.Urban 
Manage-
ment

Supported 
By:
1.Economic 

Develop-
ment 

Key
Stakeholder 
(s):
1.National 

Govern-
ment (e.g. 
Treasury)

2.Provincial 
Govern-
ment (e.g. 
COGTA)

2. TRAFFIC 
ASSESSMENT/ TIA

ˇ

3. PLANNING STUDY ˇ 2. INCENTIVES: N/A

4. URBAN DESIGN ˇ

5. ARCHITECTURE ˇ 3. FINANCING OPTIONS: Annual 
governmental operational 
budgets

6. OTHER: Ecological and 
Wetland Studies to Inform 
Detailed Precinct Layout, & QS 
Costing

PHASING: IMMEDIATE
(0-2 YRS)

SHORT 
(2-5 YRS)

MEDIUM   
(5-10 YRS)

LONG
(10-15+ YRS)

x

BUDGET: *Budget Reflects Construction 

and Internal Operational Cost Only (Excludes Site 
Preparation Costs, P and G's, Contingencies, 
Escalation and External Professional Fees, 
Additional ± 60% To Total – Varies)

CAPITAL: OPERATIONAL: CADASTRAL DESCRIPTION:

ZAR 4 500 000 
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PROJECT NO: 4 PROJECT TITLE: Survey, consolidation, Sub-

division and Rezoning Of Land (Scheme Amendment) 

(SPLUMA)

PROJECT TYPE: Institutional PROJECT ILLUSTRATION:

PROJECT DESCRIPTION/SIGNIFICANCE:

KEY PROJECT 
COMPONENTS:

ENGINEERING SERVICE CAPACITY:

ADDITIONAL STUDIES 
REQUIRED:

INSTITUTIONAL: IMPLEMENTORS:

INTERNAL: EXTERNAL:

1. EIA N/A 1. URBAN MANAGEMENT: 
Develop mechanisms for a 
future Urban Management 
Zone within precinct

Key 
Department 
(s):
1.City 

Planning: 
Spatial 
Planning

2.Urban 
Manage-
ment

Supported 
By:
1.Economic 

Develop-
ment 

Key
Stakeholder 
(s):
1.National 

Govern-
ment (e.g. 
Treasury)

2.Provincial 
Govern-
ment (e.g. 
COGTA)

2. TRAFFIC 
ASSESSMENT/ TIA

ˇ

3. PLANNING STUDY ˇ 2. INCENTIVES: N/A

4. URBAN DESIGN ˇ

5. ARCHITECTURE ˇ 3. FINANCING OPTIONS: Annual 
governmental operational 
budgets

6. OTHER: Ecological and 
Wetland Studies to Inform 
Detailed Precinct Layout, & QS 
Costing

PHASING: IMMEDIATE
(0-2 YRS)

SHORT 
(2-5 YRS)

MEDIUM   
(5-10 YRS)

LONG
(10-15+ YRS)

x

BUDGET: *Budget Reflects Construction 

and Internal Operational Cost Only (Excludes Site 
Preparation Costs, P and G's, Contingencies, 
Escalation and External Professional Fees, 
Additional ± 60% To Total – Varies)

CAPITAL: OPERATIONAL: CADASTRAL DESCRIPTION:

ZAR 6 000 000 
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PROJECT NO: 5 PROJECT TITLE: Develop Public Festival Square 

Public Space, public jetty and waterfront 

promenade including trading stalls

PROJECT TYPE: Urban Design & 

Construction

PROJECT ILLUSTRATION:

PROJECT DESCRIPTION/SIGNIFICANCE:
• Design and develop a Landmark public space with gateway-like qualities, public jetty with event stage / restaurant, 

waterfront promenade, urban art feature and small scale trader stalls

KEY PROJECT 
COMPONENTS:

ENGINEERING SERVICE CAPACITY:

1. Public Square
2. Public Events Jetty
3. Waterfront Promenade
4. Trader stalls
5. Artwork

1.N/A

ADDITIONAL STUDIES 
REQUIRED:

INSTITUTIONAL: IMPLEMENTORS:

INTERNAL: EXTERNAL:

1. EIA N/A 1. URBAN MANAGEMENT: 
• Urban Management Zone 

rules to apply

Key 
Department
(s):
1.Urban 

Manage-
ment

Key
Stakeholder 
(s):
1.National 

Govern-
ment (e.g. 
Treasury)

2.Provincial 
Govern-
ment (e.g. 
COGTA)

2. TRAFFIC 
ASSESSMENT/ TIA

N/A

3. PLANNING STUDY N/A 2. INCENTIVES:
N/A

4. URBAN DESIGN ˇ

5. ARCHITECTURE ˇ 3. FINANCING OPTIONS: 3. 
• Government funding
• MIG funding
• NDP programme funding6. OTHER:LANDSCAPE

ARCHITECTURE

PHASING: IMMEDIATE
(0-2 YRS)

SHORT 
(2-5 YRS)

MEDIUM   
(5-10 YRS)

LONG
(10-15+ YRS)

x

BUDGET: *Budget Reflects Construction 

and Internal Operational Cost Only (Excludes Site 
Preparation Costs, P and G's, Contingencies, 
Escalation and External Professional Fees, 
Additional ± 60% To Total – Varies)

CAPITAL: OPERATIONAL: CADASTRAL DESCRIPTION:

ZAR 100 000 000.00 
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PROJECT NO: 9 PROJECT TITLE: Facilitate The Development of the hotel, 

restaurants & waterfront mixed-use through Public Private 

Partnerships (PPP’s)

PROJECT TYPE: PPP – Planning, Design & 

Construction

PROJECT ILLUSTRATION:

PROJECT DESCRIPTION/SIGNIFICANCE:
• Lead the detailed EOI process of attracting investors to develop a world-class, outdoor based shopping mall, which 

capitalises on the amenity of the adjacent open space
• This centre is viewed as being a chief catalyst within the precinct to induce other development

KEY PROJECT 
COMPONENTS:

ENGINEERING SERVICE CAPACITY:

1. EOI addressed to private investors 
to develop shopping mall with 
specific requirements

2. Possible PPP arrangement

Developers to submit site development plans and building plans for 
municipal approval of services (i.e. provision) and building works

ADDITIONAL STUDIES 
REQUIRED:

INSTITUTIONAL: IMPLEMENTORS:

INTERNAL: EXTERNAL:

1. EIA ˇ 1. URBAN MANAGEMENT: 
• Urban Management Zone 

rules to apply

Key 
Department
(s):
1.Economic

develop-
ment

Supported 
by:
1.City 

Planning: 
Spatial 
Planning

2.Urban 
Manage-
ment

Key
Stakeholder:
1. Private 

investors

Supported 
By:
1.Gauteng 

Depart-
ment of 
Economic 
Develop-
ment

2. TRAFFIC 
ASSESSMENT/ TIA

ˇ

3. PLANNING STUDY N/A 2. INCENTIVES:
• Incentive-Based Zonings to 

reward developers if they 
commit to  certain 
requirements

4. URBAN DESIGN N/A

5. ARCHITECTURE ˇ 3. FINANCING OPTIONS:
• Private funding
• Possible PPP6. OTHER: 

• Economic Feasibility study
• Engineering/services study

PHASING: IMMEDIATE
(0-2 YRS)

SHORT 
(2-5 YRS)

MEDIUM   
(5-10 YRS)

LONG
(10-15+ YRS)

x

BUDGET: *Budget Reflects Construction 

and Internal Operational Cost Only (Excludes Site 
Preparation Costs, P and G's, Contingencies, 
Escalation and External Professional Fees, 
Additional ± 60% To Total – Varies)

CAPITAL: OPERATIONAL: CADASTRAL DESCRIPTION: According to the GIS system, the affected properties 
are numbered 108, 107,114,115 and 343 of Bredell AH

Dependent on nature of 
development (PPP or not)

ZAR 400 000.00 (internal cost to 

prepare EOI, negotiations etc.)
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PROJECT NO: 6 PROJECT TITLE: Construct And Upgrade New Roads 

and bulk infrastructure within The Precinct

PROJECT TYPE: Land Legal / Institutional PROJECT ILLUSTRATION:

PROJECT DESCRIPTION/SIGNIFICANCE:
• Design and construct new roads, with cycle lanes, curbing, sidewalks, paving treatments, lighting, 

trees bollards and services 
• Place emphasis on the public realm and therefore enhance key routes , which will translate  to new 

investments and show up-front commitments by the municipality

KEY PROJECT 
COMPONENTS:

ENGINEERING SERVICE CAPACITY:

1.Comprehensive design of new 
road network 

2.Construction of roads

N/A

ADDITIONAL STUDIES 
REQUIRED:

INSTITUTIONAL: IMPLEMENTORS:

INTERNAL: EXTERNAL:

1. EIA N/A 1. URBAN MANAGEMENT: N/A Key 
Department
(s):
1.Transport
2.Roads & 

storm-
water

Supported 
By:
1.City 

Planning:
Spatial 
Planning

2.Urban 
Manage-
ment

Key
Stakeholder:
1.Provincial

DOT

Supported 
By:
1.Surroundi

ng 
developer
s

2. TRAFFIC 
ASSESSMENT/ TIA ˇ

3. PLANNING STUDY N/A 2. INCENTIVES: 
• Market related price

offerings to private land 
owners.

4. URBAN DESIGN ˇ

5. ARCHITECTURE N/A 3. FINANCING OPTIONS: 
• MIG Funding
• Budgeted government 

funds
• Private investment from 

developers

6. OTHER: N/A

PHASING: IMMEDIATE
(0-2 YRS)

SHORT 
(2-5 YRS)

MEDIUM   
(5-10 YRS)

LONG
(10-15+ YRS)

x

BUDGET: *Budget Reflects Construction 

and Internal Operational Cost Only (Excludes Site 
Preparation Costs, P and G's, Contingencies, 
Escalation and External Professional Fees, 
Additional ± 60% To Total – Varies)

CAPITAL: OPERATIONAL: CADASTRAL DESCRIPTION:

ZAR 30 000 000.00 N/A
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PROJECT NO: 8 PROJECT TITLE: Upgrade of Park Picnic Area and 

Social Amenities

PROJECT TYPE: Design & Construction PROJECT ILLUSTRATION:

PROJECT DESCRIPTION/SIGNIFICANCE:
• Upgrade of picnic areas 
• Upgrade of existing amenities
• Construction of new required amenities

KEY PROJECT 
COMPONENTS:

ENGINEERING SERVICE CAPACITY:

N/A

ADDITIONAL STUDIES 
REQUIRED:

INSTITUTIONAL: IMPLEMENTORS:

INTERNAL: EXTERNAL:

1. EIA N/A 1. URBAN MANAGEMENT: N/A Key 
Department
(s):
1.Transport
2.Roads & 

storm-
water

Supported 
By:
1.City 

Planning:
Spatial 
Planning

2.Urban 
Manage-
ment

Key
Stakeholder:
1.Provincial

DOT2. TRAFFIC 
ASSESSMENT/ TIA

ˇ

3. PLANNING STUDY N/A 2. INCENTIVES: N/A

4. URBAN DESIGN N/A

5. ARCHITECTURE N/A 3. FINANCING OPTIONS:
• Municipality

6. OTHER:  LANDSCAPE

ARCHITECTURE

PHASING: IMMEDIATE
(0-2 YRS)

SHORT 
(2-5 YRS)

MEDIUM   
(5-10 YRS)

LONG
(10-15+ YRS)

x

BUDGET: *Budget Reflects Construction 

and Internal Operational Cost Only (Excludes Site 
Preparation Costs, P and G's, Contingencies, 
Escalation and External Professional Fees, 
Additional ± 60% To Total – Varies)

CAPITAL: OPERATIONAL: CADASTRAL DESCRIPTION:

ZAR 50 000 000.00
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PROJECT NO: 9 PROJECT TITLE: Upgrade of Ecological Park area PROJECT TYPE: Design & Construction PROJECT ILLUSTRATION:

PROJECT DESCRIPTION/SIGNIFICANCE:
• Upgrade of existing park area to mitigate effects of construction and integrate with future phases

KEY PROJECT 
COMPONENTS:

ENGINEERING SERVICE CAPACITY:

1.Landscape design N/A

ADDITIONAL STUDIES 
REQUIRED:

INSTITUTIONAL: IMPLEMENTORS:

INTERNAL: EXTERNAL:

1. EIA ˇ 1. URBAN MANAGEMENT: 
• Urban Management Zone 

rules to apply

Key 
Department
(s):
1.Environ-

mental
Resource 
Manage-
ment

Supported 
By:
1.City 

Planning: 
Spatial 
Planning

2.Urban 
Manage-
ment

Key
Stakeholder:
1.DEA
2.DBSA
3.ICLEI
4.Private 

developers

Supported By:
1.GDARD

2. TRAFFIC 
ASSESSMENT/ TIA

N/A

3. PLANNING STUDY N/A 2. INCENTIVES: 
• Rates rebates /tax remedies 

for developers who invest
4. URBAN DESIGN ˇ

5. ARCHITECTURE N/A 3. FINANCING OPTIONS: 
• DBSA Green Fund
• Grant funding
• Municipal budget
• Private funding from nearby 

developers
• ICLEI TAP Initiative

6. OTHER: Landscape
architecture

PHASING: IMMEDIATE
(0-2 YRS)

SHORT 
(2-5 YRS)

MEDIUM   
(5-10 YRS)

LONG
(10-15+ YRS)

x

BUDGET: *Budget Reflects Construction 

and Internal Operational Cost Only (Excludes Site 
Preparation Costs, P and G's, Contingencies, 
Escalation and External Professional Fees, 
Additional ± 60% To Total – Varies)

CAPITAL: OPERATIONAL: CADASTRAL DESCRIPTION:

ZAR 35 000 000.00
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07 CONCLUSION

The Germiston Precinct has a number of unique  attributes and 

critical base elements that Can transform the area and lead  to 

positive development in the future. The Precinct is part of an 

area of regional economic importance  in Ekurhuleni, coupled 

with an attractive central  park feature. While it is considered 

economically  stable, it can still be enhanced further in terms of  

creating enhanced amenity, mobility, accessibility  and overall 

appeal.

Importantly, catalytic government-led investments  in 

infrastructure to aid connectivity and mobility  such as the 

proposed IRPTN and an NMT system,  as well as enhancement 

of the central park, can help to transform the precinct over 

time. However  basic issues such as good urban management 

also  need to be addressed in order to ensure the longer term  

success of the precinct.
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A. Built form response

B. Urban Management Overview

C. Classification of open spaces

D. Design and landscaping of open spaces 

E. WSUDS

F. Approaches to New Urban Financing

G. Prioritising Catalytic Projects
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Development  Guidelines form an integral part of 

the precinct planning for the Germiston Lake –

Rand Airport Precinct – especially the core 

development nodes. On the one hand, the intent 

of the guidelines is to ensure a level of continuity  

between the Development  Vision that has been 

developed for the Precinct, and the actual built 

form that materialises on site.

These urban design guidelines direct new 

development within the Germiston Lake – Rand 

Airport Precinct Precinct. The guidelines must 

present a clear vision and a set of priority 

directions to ensure that new development  is 

compatible  with the existing built fabric, creates 

an attractive and safe pedestrian realm, supports 

alternative modes of transportation  (i.e. walking, 

cycling and transit), maximises land uses and is 

environmentally  sustainable.

New buildings within the Precinct should be 

designed to address and frame streets and open 

spaces. Generally, new buildings should be 

appropriately massed and articulated to minimize 

their presence from adjacent streetscapes, and 

provide appropriate transitions to nearby 

residential neighbourhoods.

The diagrams overleaf provide a basic framework 

for the guidelines in terms of different 

development conditions  relating to the 

development  concept.

A high quality urban environment  with well 

developed hard and soft public spaces will form 

an integral part of the Precinct development.
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Streets forming  part of the public space system are 

well developed with supportive edges giving streets 

a sense of enclosure and protection.  Trees line all 

major streets offering shade to pedestrians and 

serving to define and add quality to streets.

Building heights have been considered with specific 

reference to the existing urban context, and to the 

development  potential tied into the new activity 

proposals, as indicated in the adjoining plan.

The public realm contains carefully crafted public 

spaces each having their own identity and sense of 

place. Special buildings and places anchor and 

support public spaces and serves as important  

reference points contributing to a legible 

environment.

The public environment  envisaged in the precinct 

core is one of rich and activity street edges, focused 

public plazas and civic spaces, and high quality 

passive space in the form of the proposed Regional 

Park.



BUILDING ORIENTATION AND FRONTAGE

The relationship of buildings to one another, and to 

streets and open spaces, influences the amount of 

energy they consume, the comfort  of pedestrians at 

the street, and the quality of interior spaces. 

• Buildings should frame streets and open spaces, 

and preserve desirable views.

• Buildings should be positioned to frame abutting 

streets, sidewalks, parking areas and public 

spaces.

• On corner sites, buildings should be designed to 

frame both the primary and the secondary street.

• Where a building abuts a natural heritage feature 

or open space, the interface should create 

opportunities for easy public access and viewing 

from streets and adjacent developments. It is 

therefore encouraged that where possible, new 

developments in this condition  face and open 

towards the public open space.

• Building’s main entrances should be directly 

accessible from public sidewalks.

• Buildings within active edge zones should be built 

to the front property line, or applicable set-back 

line, to create a continuous streetwall.

• Development within active edge zones should 

have a 100% frontage if there is side access and 

75% if there is no side access.

PUBLIC EDGE ZONES

• Buildings within public edge zones should be built

to the front property line, or applicable set-back 

line.

• Development within active edge zones should 

have a minimum  of 50% frontage

• The remaining 50% of the building frontage can be 

set back a maximum of 5 meters to accommodate 

lobby entrances, bicycle parking, or outdoor

communal  areas. 97
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MINIMUM GROUND  FLOOR HEIGHT

Floor heights for commercial  and mixed-use

zones, particularly those in more high-activity 

areas, are generally greater than a typically 

residential floor. Recognizing that ground floor 

retail will only immediately be required in the 

active edge zones (nodal zones) of Germiston Lake 

– Rand Airport Precinct, a flexible ground floor 

height is recommended in order to accommodate 

future conversion to retail uses where 

appropriate.

• Ground floor heights should be a minimum  of 

4.5 metres to accommodate retail uses and 

provide sufficient clearance for loading areas.

• Ground levels should be free of any significant

grade changes to promote  barrier-free access     

and retail activity
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SIDE BUILDING SET-BACKS

• New developments in the active edge zones (or 

nodes) should maintain as continuous  a street. It is 

important to maintain views and sunlight penetration 

to public boulevards through the articulation of the 

sides of the building. Providing breaks in the 

streetwall on the upper levels achieves this, and 

mitigates the “canyon effect” on longer 

roads/corridors.

• Where properties have wider frontages, the

building’s uppermost storeys can step back sideways

- allowing for the application of glazing, thereby 

reducing the amount of blank sidewalls, should that 

building be built ahead of its neighbours.

• Narrow sites will not be able to reasonably achieve 

side step-backs at the upper levels, and as a result 

may not achieve their maximum permitted height 

streetwall as possible, while respecting the adjacent 

properties access to natural light and air. As a result, 

new buildings should apply a minimum  distance 

from existing buildings with side windows.

• Where a new building is adjacent to a vacant 

lot, buildings should be built to the side 

property line (with no windows) to allow for a 

continuous streetwall in the future.

• New buildings must maintain a minimum  5.5 

metre distance from existing adjacent 

buildings that have windows on their side-

facing walls.

• When the new building is set back at least 5.5 

metres from the property line, it should 

incorporate glazing where possible.



TRANSITION TO NEIGHBOURHOODS

• Where key mixed-use economic  zones are 

adjacent to stable residential neighborhoods,  

the application of an angular plane is 

recommended to provide a transition in height 

from mid-rise buildings to low residential 

homes to reduce shadow impacts on the 

residential properties, as well as the 

perception of height.

• Above 80% of the building’s permitted height, 

the property should step-back sideways 5.5 

meters to provide sky views and sunlight 

penetration to the sidewalks in the right-of-

way, and to other nearby properties.

• When a more “porous” street wall is 

preferred, side step-backs should be 

encouraged above the minimum  building 

height for that area.

• Upper storey side step-backs are not required 

for buildings that are 20 meters (6 storeys) or 

less.
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BUILDING ARTICUL ATION

The aesthetic qualities of the building, its façade, 

roof line, windows, and access points are all vital 

factors

in how the public perceive a building, and how that 

building impacts their experience of the street.

• The façades of large buildings should be designed 

to express individual commercial  or residential 

units through distinct architectural detailing, 

including entrance and window  design.

• Properties that face onto parks and public spaces 

should be subject to architectural and 

landscaping controls in order to provide an 

optimal interface.

• Corner buildings at key intersections should 

emphasize the focal nature and visibility of these 

buildings through elements such as bay windows, 

projections, recesses, special materials, and 

other architectural details.

• Buildings should incorporate architectural details 

such as vestibules, recessed entrances, covered 

walkways, canopies and awnings to provide 

weather protection.

• A significant amount of the building frontage on 

the ground floor and at building base levels 

should be glass to allow views of the indoor uses 

and create visual interest for pedestrians. Clear 

glass is preferred to promote  the highest level of 

visibility.

• When building frontages exceed 12 metres in 

width they should be divided into functionally 

and visually smaller units through the use of 

façade articulation, internal courtyards, and 

networks of connected walkways and 

landscaping.

• Building entrances should work in conjunction 

with retail uses and can be expressed and 

detailed in a variety of ways including large 

entry awnings, canopies or double-height  

glazing. Retractable awnings and canopies 

may encroach into the public right-of-way 

provided a minimum  of 2.7 metres of vertical 

clearance is provided.

• Where residential uses are included above 

retail uses, separate entrances should be 

provided.

• Secondary entrances should not be the 

dominant entrance. However, they should be 

easily accessible and convenient for service, 

loading and parking areas.



ACCESS AND PARKING

• All the developments will be expected to 

include sufficient on-site parking to support 

the use of the building and the minimum  as 

required by the town planning controls.

• The overall number of parking spaces should 

be minimized by sharing the parking between 

adjacent properties - especially in the 

evenings, weekends and other off-peak times.

• Preferential parking for bicycles, energy 

efficient vehicles and car-share services are 

encouraged.

• Service and drop-off  area circulation should 

not interfere with pedestrian circulation

• Large areas of uninterrupted parking should be 

avoided.

• Surface parking should be located at the rear 

of buildings. If the stand is not deep enough, 

the parking should be located at the side of 

the building.

• Where parking areas are adjacent to a public 

sidewalk, buffers such as landscaping, trees or 

bollards should be provided between the 

parking area and the sidewalk. This buffer 

should be located within the private realm to 

not reduce the total sidewalk width.

• Planting strips, landscaped traffic islands 

and/or paving articulation should be used to 

define vehicle routes and smaller parking 

courts that provide pedestrian walkways, 

improve edge conditions and minimise the 

aesthetic impact of surface parking.
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• The amount of landscaping should be 

proportionate to the overall parking lot size, but 

generally, 1 tree for every 8 parking spaces is 

recommended.

• Landscaping, or other parking area screening 

devices, should not obstruct the primary building 

façade or total visibility of the parking area.

• Distinctive pavement and/or markings may be 

used to indicate pedestrian crossings.

• Pedestrian-scaled lighting should be provided 

along pathways to enhance visibility and security.

• Where appropriate, permeable paving should be 

considered to promote  drainage.

STRUCTURED PARKING

• Underground parking is not always an 

economically viable option and since large 

surface parking lots

• are undesirable, above-ground structured 

parking should be considered. Above-ground 

structured parking can be incorporated  into 

new mixed-use buildings, maintaining a positive 

urban environment and allowing for a greater 

number of spaces and a more efficient use of 

land.

• When a parking structure fronts onto a street or 

open space it should be developed with an 

active

• at-grade use with an attractive façade that 

animates the streetscape and enhances 

pedestrian safety.

• At a minimum,  50% of the ground floor should 

be occupied by a use other than parking. In the 

case of a corner stand, 50% of the front and side 

of the building should be occupied by an 

alternative use.

• A vertical mix of parking, residential and/or 

office above should be considered a preferred 

development model, with parking on the lower 

floors and residential or office above. Shallow 

retail or office units should face the street 

minimizing the visual impacts of the structured 

parking lots.

• Vehicular access to parking structures should be 

located at the rear and/or side of buildings 

away from main building frontages and major 

streets.

• Pedestrian entrances for parking structures 

should be located adjacent to main building 

entrances, public streets or other highly visible 

locations.



SUS TAINABLE AND GREEN ARCHITECTURE

The architectural and urban ethic of the 

Germiston Lake – Rand Airport Precinct Precinct 

must aim to create a built fabric that responds to 

the principles of ‘sustainable’ and ‘green’ 

architecture.

The development in the corridor must reinforce 

and promote  ecology-conscious considerations in 

regards to built form, urban layout, 

transportation, renewable materials, waste 

recycling, efficient use and recycling of water, 

irrigation and energy management and

generation.

DEVELOPMENT SHOULD AIM AT A MINIMUM TO:

• Obtaining a minimum  rating of 4 stars in the

Green Star rating system (or equivalent)

• Using energy efficient technologies and moving 

toward a “green” and environmentally 

sustainable architecture

• Responding to local climatic conditions, 

including passive temperature control  by 

shading devices and capitalising on natural 

airflow

• Utilising environmentally friendly and 

renewable materials

• Recycling materials and water

• Choosing a contemporary  language that 

facilitates the above, while meeting aesthetic 

and functional requirements

• Building with materials that have low 

embodied carbon and which are preferably 

locally sourced.
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Urban Management relates to the Municipality’s

responsibility for the day-to-day operations of the 

city, although effective Urban Management also 

requires the involvement of the private sector, 

and of neighborhood and/or community 

organisations. This is particulalry important in the 

context of the Germiston Lake – Rand Airport 

Precinct, where there is a need to elicit 

responsive investment/development in the area to 

realise the vision of a more sustainable, 

differentiated precinct.

The most basic level of Urban Management 

consists of simple, but highly visible, management 

functions, such as cleaning of stormwater

channels, fixing potholes and removing litter. 

Appropriate stormwater management in 

Germiston Lake – Rand Airport Precinct is critical 

to its success and sustainability, and ‘soft 

intervention’ is proposed through good catchment 

management and water sensitive urban design 

(explored below).

The second level deals with the enforcement of 

by-laws such as those around illegal development 

which is currently taking place in the study area, 

with industrial sites being developed along Third 

Road (zoned purely for Rural Residential).

The shift from the lower level interventions (i.e. 

getting the basics right) such as urban 

management, to higher level interventions such as 

the creation of new nodes, requires not only 

increased budgetary allowances, but also a more 

integrated and focussed approach to service 

delivery in Germiston Lake – Rand Airport 

Precinct. 

Annexure C considers a key aspect of urban 

management – that of the public realm and 

associated open space management.
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PUBLIC REALM 

CATEGORY
SUB CATEGORIES MAIN ELEMENTS

BASIC INFRASTRUCTURAL & MAINTENANCE 

REQUIREMENTS
RESPONSIBILITY

MANAGEMENT OPTIONS AVAILABLE FOR 

MUNICIPALITY OR PRIVATE LANDOWNERS TO 

ENTER INTO

SOFT

Passive Open Space  Conservation Reserves

 Critical Biodiversity Areas 

 Ecological Support Areas

 Remaining Natural Open Space (Ridges, steep 

areas, watercourses, floodplains, geotechnical 

constraints areas)

 Fencing 

 Security

 Pathways

 Control Burns

 Fire Breaks

 Brush cutting

 Weeding

 Cleaning/litter removal

Land Owner or Lessee (for 

duration of lease)

 Environmental stewardship initiative 

(coupled with incentives such as rates 

rebates)

 Management Association (whereby 

levies are paid by landowners/lessees 

and the site is maintained)

 Adopt-a-spot initiative

 PPP

Active Open Space  Parks

 Play lots

 Sports fields/grounds

 Fencing

 Security

 Signage

 Brush cutting

 Mowing

 Landscaping & tree pruning

 Cleaning, litter removal & maintaining of 

ablutions and halls

 Management Association (whereby 

levies are paid by landowners/lessees 

and the site is maintained)

 Adopt-a-spot initiative

 PPP

HARD

Roads  Roads

 Pavements

 Road Islands

 Traffic circles

 Street Trees

 Signage and traffic calming/safety

 Fixing pot holes

 Fixing paving

 Landscaping & tree pruning

 Cleaning/litter removal

 Management Association (whereby 

levies are paid by landowners/lessees 

and the site is maintained)

 PPP

Civic Spaces and Amenities  Town/civic squares

 Street Furniture

 Urban Art/Design/Water Features

 Promenades/walkways

 Paving Trees and flowerbeds

 Lawn

 Signage

 Security

 Landscaping & tree pruning

 Cleaning/litter removal

 Fixing paving

 Management Association (whereby 

levies are paid by landowners/lessees 

and the site is maintained)

 PPP

The public realm plays an important role in the 

Germiston Lake – Rand Airport Precinct precinct. As 

such, it becomes necessary to characterise the range 

of open spaces housed within the precinct for future 

management and interventions. The public realm is 

split into two main categories, namely soft and hard.

Due to the gateway-like quality of the open space 

and dam area as one enters on Pomona Road, it has 

been
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proposed that investment be made in the form of

rehabilitation of its connecting waterways (e.g. 

through filtration strips and vegetated swales for 

improved water purification) and a boardwalk to 

revitalise this area as catalysts to attract new 

investment in the adjacent proposed urban ‘core’ (e.g. 

the proposed open air shopping centre facing onto it). 

From a management perspective, particularly of the 

‘soft’ open space areas in the precinct, the need for 

Parks Rangers is deemed a requirement. For a 

‘landmark’ place

like the dam and its surrounding open space, the need 

for holistic management services offered by a qualified 

Parks Ranger would be crucial for the future success of 

the area – from a policing, safety and environmental 

management perspective. 



In respect of maintenance of the public realm and 

landscaping (hard or soft) it is suggested that the 

following guidelines be consulted to minimize long 

term maintenance requirements.

Hard: 

• Although aesthetics are important in hard 

landscaping, choices should be made to use readily 

available materials that do not require specialised 

equipment and personnel to maintain them

• Proper implementation of the surfaces and 

elements are to be done according to 

recommended standards and practices 

(compaction of sub-base, correct installation etc.)

• Where surfaces are meant/ designed for non-

vehicular use protection of such areas from 

vehicles should be considered, such as using 

bollards to prevent access to such areas

• To prevent frequent “digging up of services” all 

services should preferably be bundled together for 

ease of (singular) access

• Use of hard-wearing materials is preferable when 

specifying materials for use in public realm 

elements.

Soft: 

• Planting should be selected to be environmentally 

sustainable: 

o This includes selecting water sensitive planting 

that does not require too much watering

o Planting should be preferably be of an 

indigenous species to the region in question (a 

50km radius is considered best)

o Low maintenance plants should also be 

considered avoiding plants that need to pruned 

regularly

o Fast growing plants are a good option when 

trying to cover large areas of land quickly, and 

should be specified accordingly
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o Avoid using water intensive lawns (such as 

“evergreen”, which although visually attractive, 

require large amounts of water and 

maintenance) and try to eliminate any irrigation 

requirements were possible.

• Have a structured and comprehensive maintenance 

plan:

o Plant maintenance is greatest at the beginning 

stages of establishment and should be done 

correctly. Hence develop a suitable  

maintenance plan that will ensure that plants 

grow correctly requiring less maintenance later 

on

o After establishment or maturity has been 

achieved, ensure that routine maintenance is 

carried out accordingly (trimming of branches, 

weeding, etc.) to avoid unforeseen damage to 

nearby property.

• Sizing of the plants and planting areas is also 

important:

o Larger areas of lawn that are accessible by 

larger mowing equipment are easier to 

maintain than smaller areas so this must be 

considered during design

o Planting larger, more mature plants will also 

decrease the amount of maintenance in the 

initial stages

o The right balance between hard and soft 

landscaping is also key. Hard landscaping 

requires less maintenance and should be 

used more where applicable and affordable.

Using paving blocks makes 
maintenance easier as only 
the desired line can be lifted 
up as compared to full 
concrete surfaces which will 
need to be broken up and are 
difficult to replace (Image 
adjacent). Pavers can be easily 
lifted and replaced.

Poured concrete slab 
damaged during 
underground services 
maintenance. Restoring to 
the original state is proving 
difficult for most 
municipalities 

Cracked sidewalk caused by 
parked cars

Consider using bollards to 
protect sidewalks were 
parking is prone
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• Managing water on site:

o Design sites so that any Storm water or 

water runoff  be channelled into the 

planting areas to minimise the amount the 

water required for irrigation

o Also try reduce the amount of non-porous 

surfaces by using materials such as 

permeable paving..

• Erosion control:

o Ensure that proper erosion control 

measures are put in place at the beginning 

to avoid constant maintenance.  Such 

elements can be  items such as erosion 

control blankets or gabion walls.

• Pest control:

o To avoid using extensive pest control 

measures, plant selection is very 

important. Whereas some plants are 

favourable to some pests, others aren’t.  

The grouping of certain planting 

communities can also help control the 

spread of pests but not totally eradicate 

them. Some pesticides might need to be 

used at regular intervals.

Bio-swale to help manage Stormwater in a 
parking area

In respect of safety considerations, the 

following guidelines are proposed for “crime 

prevention through environmental design” 

(CPTED).”

The guidelines is based on four principles: 

natural access control, natural surveillance, 

territoriality, and maintenance.

• Natural Surveillance:

o The aim for natural surveillance is to 

have as many unobstructed eyes onto 

a space as possible

o Try avoid planting elements  in areas 

where views  to a space can be 

obstructed 

o Keep plantings low for public spaces 

and avoid planting high/tall buses 

and shrubs

o If trees are planted, try to keep at 

least a two meters clearance from 

the bottom of a tree to the base of its 

crown

o Lighting is also very important and 

the use of street lights is encouraged

o This should be placed to avoid any 

dark sports along any movement 

route

o During design avoid 90 degree turns 

where the potential to hide  behind 

might be presented, try use long 

curves instead

o Also position amenities in the 

landscape in areas where they easily 

and clearly visible

o The flow of activities can be 

channelled to put more people 

(observers) near a potential crime 

area to help mitigate potential 

crimes.

Encourage visibility

Keep clearance from base of trees

Reduce vulnerability ability through lighting
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• Natural access control:

o planting, fences and wall form barriers 

which can be used as an access control 

method 

o strategically planting plants can help with 

deterring movement through certain areas

o also the type and placement of fences in a 

landscape is quite important and although 

fences are considered a safety feature in 

some case they can aid in making a place 

unsafe

o The use and non-use of fences should be 

thoroughly thought out before 

implementation. This also applies with the 

use of gates as access control methods

o Nonphysical or ‘psychological’ barriers can 

be used to achieve the objective of access 

control

o These barriers may appear in the form of 

signs, paving textures, nature strips or 

anything that announces the integrity and 

uniqueness of an area, making it either 

desirable or non-desirable to users.

• Territoriality:

o Create a sense of place when designing 

spaces to get its users to feel obligated to 

use and protect the space

Natural barriers such as trees used to define space vs using fences. Glass is another safety option  when it comes to barriers.

o Clear boundaries between public and private 

areas achieved by using elements such as 

fences, pavement treatment, art, signs, and 

landscaping are ways to express ownership 

hence helping with the above

o Territorial reinforcement can be seen to work 

when a space, by its clear legibility, 

transparency, and directness, discourages 

potential offenders because of users’ 

familiarity with each other and their 

surroundings

o Build coalitions and alliances between agencies 

and key stakeholders with responsibilities for 

the public realm or particular precincts.

• Maintenance:

o As stated above

o Maintenance also includes the successful 

management of the space, which should form 

part of the initial designs

o Designs that make maintenance easy, promote 

sense of place and that are desirable to the 

targeted user are best.

Creating a Sense of place

• Avoid areas that are potential crime hotspots. 

These areas can be areas such as tunnels (making 

it easier to hide) or areas that are too outlying 

from activities.

• Use glass where appropriate.

• Incorporate CCTV installations.

• Clear and concise signage that would help in 

identifying spaces and elements easily and 

quickly is a strong factor in CPTED. 



Development normally reduces the natural 

permeability characteristics of land by 

replacing free -draining surfaces (soil) with 

impermeable surfaces that are typically 

drained by pipes and/or canals. This 

typically results in the loss of vegetation, 

biodiversity and amenity. Conventional 

drainage systems usually focus only on 

eliminating local flood nuisances and ignore 

critical factors such as water quality, 

amenity, and biodiversity. Water Sensitive 

Urban Design Systems (WSUDS) guidelines 

aim to mimic the natural hydrological cycle 

through ‘softer’ interventions, thereby 

improving water quality, preserving 

biodiversity, and enhancing amenity. The 

cumulative result, if applied to networks of 

drainage systems, is a more sustainable and 

liveable city.

WSUDS can be applied in all drainage 

contexts – from the individual household to 

the regional level.
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WSUDS promotes a runoff ‘mitigation hierarchy’ of stormwater management, which starts with good housekeeping (i.e. in-situ collection and 
reuse), and progresses towards other more advanced controls for local and regional runoff management.



WSUDS promotes a runoff ‘mitigation hierarchy’ 

of storm water management, which starts with 

good housekeeping (i.e. in-situ collection and 

reuse at the household level or individual 

building site), and progresses towards other 

more advanced controls for local and regional 

runoff management.

Examples of in-situ runoff management to curb 

downstream impacts include:

• Rainwater harvesting

• Permeable paving

• Green roofing

If runoff is not adequately controlled, and enters 

local systems, the next set of WSUDS options 

include:

• Bio-retention

• Use of filter strips

• Use of infiltration trenches

Thereafter, if storm water runoff is unable to be 

captured or attenuated adequately by these 

systems (e.g. in a high rainfall event, or in a 

catchment with generally poor drainage systems) 

the last method of runoff control becomes 

regional WSUDS options such as:

• Detention ponds

• Retention ponds 

• Wetlands/constructed wetlands.

.
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Examples of regional runoff controls 

Examples of local area runoff controls

Examples of  in-situ runoff mitigation options at the individual building/site level



The graphics adjacent and overleaf  give 

generic examples of some key WSUDS 

interventions at the local and regional scale. 

The local and regional scale are typically those 

where local authorities such as storm water , 

planning and/or environmental officials are (or 

can be) involved in storm water design and 

management.

As per the earlier section on open space 

classification and management however,  the 

local authority is just one stakeholder in storm 

water management. Private landowners and/or 

businesses need to play a role in this field too. 

Nevertheless, the municipality needs to 

consider the use of WSUDS on its land holdings 

(such as the dam near the Pomona Road 

entrance and the drainage lines that flow into 

it). This would aid in water quality 

improvement and enhance the natural 

sustainability of the dam.
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Retention Ponds / Constructed Wetlands (above) improve 
environmental  resilience, enhance biodiversity and provide 
recreational opportunity. The dam (as you enter Germiston Lake –
Rand Airport Precinct via Pomona Road) resembles this type of 
system.

Attractive Urban Streets with Vegetated  swales 
(below)serve to slow  and  filter storm water. 
Vegetation can further improve microclimate by 
reducing the urban heat island effects and 
enhancing aesthetics of area. City officials could 
implement this in council-owned streets, and 
should encourage private developers to do the 
same.

WSUDS for Car Parks (adjacent left) incorporate 
vegetated swales and bio retention areas (e.g. 
storm water planters) help to slow and filter storm 
water. Again, these systems also improve the urban 
microclimate and serve to enhance the urban 
landscape. City officials could implement this in 
council-owned buildings/properties where there are 
large parking lot areas. Private developers should 
be encouraged to do the same.



WSUDS for Residential Complexes (above) could  include a multitude of mechanisms such as green roofs, vegetated swales, detention ponds and underground rainwater storage tanks can be 
incorporated to provide irrigation etc. for the complex as well as attractive property enhancing recreational areas. This should be encouraged in any new residential or business complexes that 
are developed in Germiston Lake – Rand Airport Precinct in future.
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Highway Islands (above) are also opportunity areas for WSUDS 
installations. Grass filters, vegetated swales  and  detention ponds with 
indigenous vegetation  could accept storm water from the major 
highways lining the Germiston Lake – Rand Airport Precinct precinct with 
the co-benefits of improved urban biodiversity as well as an improved 
urban microclimate.

Small Urban Plazas/Pocket Parks  (above) can also double-up as WSUDS for 
improved local storm water management and urban biodiversity.



To conclude, the adjacent table reveals the 

argument for WSUDS and the numerous co-

benefits it provides  per intervention - be it in 

situ, local or regional. 

This should be used to advocate for softer storm 

water mitigation solutions as opposed to hard, 

costly and potentially unsustainable solutions.
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WSUDS related benefits associated with the hierarchy of various urban interventions



ANNEXURE F APPROACHES TO NEW URBAN FINANCING

The study area that has significant potential to 

grow as a key urban node over time and provide 

opportunities for  jobs, housing, and a range of 

higher order social and community facilities. It 

is evident from this study, however, that such 

opportunities are not necessarily going to 

materialise without a concerted effort from the 

Municipality to facilitate and promote growth 

and reinvestment in a way that becomes an 

attraction to a developer, rather than a burden. 

In this regard, it is appropriate to explore the 

range of options that could be explored in this 

regard.

Incentives For Proactive Station Area Planning 

and Zoning

A key proposal in the current project relates to 

a future BRT route and station. A visioning 

process can help set standards and expectations 

before projects are proposed, smoothing the 

way for the approval of appropriate 

development. Once the plans and appropriate 

zoning are in place, development proposals for 

individual sites can be more easily evaluated 

and expeditiously approved. Transit-Oriented 

Development (TOD) can help alleviate blight, 

stop neighborhood decline, stimulate economic 

development, and leverage private investment 

in public benefit. TOD boosts affordability 

because residents can own and operate one less 

car or no cars. Transit-oriented projects and 

districts can be built around heavy rail, light 

rail, streetcars or bus, in either urban or 

suburban locations. Brownfields, underutilized 

commercial (retail, business and office) and 

industrial sites are opportunities for mixed-

income TOD. 
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Facilitate Use of Value Capture to Fund Affordable 

Housing

Tools such as tax increment financing, business 

improvement districts, and developer agreements 

can generate funds to help pay for housing and 

infrastructure improvements that benefit the greater 

community. By upgrading local infrastructure and 

preparing sites for development, an urban renewal 

authority or other similar local entity can lower the 

cost of private development, making affordable 

housing easier to finance. 

Public-Private Partnerships

Public-Private Partnerships can leverage private 

investment in mixed-income housing. Local 

governments can help by acquiring and assembling 

land, rezoning, and funding environmental remediation 

through grants. Tax-increment financing (TIF), business 

assessment districts and development agreements can 

be implemented. Public infrastructure improvements 

can improve transit access and make development 

feasible. Local governments can also engage the public 

in a transparent development review process that 

reduces the time and cost of development.

Local government can also help mitigate four key risks 

encountered during the development process —

entitlement, construction, financing and marketability. 

Construction risk can be reduced through programs 

that prioritize inspection services for mixed-income 

development. 

Governments can encourage local banks to provide 

lower-cost loans for multifamily construction. 

Government can also help by investing in parks, 

sidewalks, streetscape improvements, and transit stop 

enhancements — which enhances the curb appeal and

marketability of larger developments. Government can 

also become an equity partner in the development. 

Value-capture strategies and zoning incentives such as 

density bonuses allowing developers to build more units 

if some are affordable can also help provide for 

affordable housing and infrastructure. 

Target Existing Funding to Preserve and Create 

Affordable Housing along Transportation Corridors

Existing Funding For affordable housing should be 

targeted along transportation corridors since these 

corridors provide increased affordability — because of 

lower transportation costs — without increased funding. 

Resources should be used to preserve existing 

affordable housing, to purchase rental properties for 

permanent use as affordable housing, and/or to build 

new affordable housing in these locations.

Inclusionary Housing

Inclusionary Housing or zoning requiring that a share of 

new construction be affordable is the most widely used 

planning tool for mixed-income development because it 

harnesses the momentum of the local real estate 

market to provide affordable units without public 

funding, land acquisition or land assembly. Most 

inclusionary policies are enacted via a zoning ordinance 

or other regulation, and require that 10 percent to 25 

percent of units in a development be affordable. 

It is common in high-cost markets to require that 

ownership housing be affordable for low to moderate-

income households and that rental housing be 

affordable for very-low to low-income households. 

Inclusionary zoning works best when implemented over 

a large area rather than on a project-by-project basis. 

It should be noted that the Gauteng Provincial 

Government is currently in the process of developing a 

Provincial Inclusionary Housing Policy, which could 

inform an approach for the Precinct Area.
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Land Acquisition/Land Banking Funds

A Land Acquisition or land-banking fund can 

enable the early purchase of land around transit 

facilities or along transit corridors targeted for 

affordable and mixed-income housing — while 

this land is still affordable. Incentive-Based 

Zoning – A Strategy for the Region

Incentive-Based Zoning rewards developers with 

density bonuses or floor-area bonuses if they 

meet affordable housing objectives. 

Tax Increment Financing

TIF funds are generated by the increase in 

property and/or sales tax revenues that occur 

within a designated TIF district once new 

development and other improvements have 

occurred. Tax Increment Financing (TIF) is a 

financing mechanism used by many cities to 

revitalize blighted urban areas, often in a 

downtown core. 

Cities designate a TIF area for capital 

investment and then earmark any future growth 

in property taxes to pay for investments in 

infrastructure and other economic development 

initiatives. The rationale behind TIF districts is 

that revitalization can have a positive impact on 

urban quality of life and future tax revenue. TIF 

districts are often also the beneficiaries of 

federal and state grants and tax incentives. 

These additional sources of funds help to 

achieve the revitalization objective. TIF 

financing is useful to kick-start development 

where the upfront development costs are so 

high that they impede development (such as site 

preparation of a contaminated area) by any
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private investors. If development would be 

happening anyway, TIF financing can be criticized 

for ring fencing property tax incomes which reduces 

adjacent areas’ abilities to meet their operational 

costs. 

Reduced Parking Requirements

Research shows that households living near transit 

own fewer cars than households in a region at large. 

Lower parking requirements for housing near BRT 

stations increase the financial feasibility of 

affordable housing, since parking is a significant 

expense for developers.

This strategy could have a significant impact on the 

development of new housing opportunities within the 

study area. 

Land Value Sharing

Land value capture is a way to share the benefits of 

a land value increase that results from public 

investment in infrastructure and amenities. It is a 

method of taxation that has been generally been 

proposed where the public sector is considering 

major infrastructure investment that is expected to 

increase the value of adjacent land. Major 

mechanisms of land value capture are valorization

charges, land value increment tax, and TIF 

Financing. 

Land Value Increment Tax

A land value increment tax, is a tax designed to 

recoup the benefits from ‘urban actions’. Examples 

of urban actions are zoning changes allowing for 

higher densities or changes in land use classification 

from rural to urban, or public investments not 

covered by valorization charges. The resulting 

increase in property value can be taxed by an 

amount between 30% and 50%, effectively sharing 

the value of property increase between private 

owners and the public. 



ANNEXURE G PRIORITISING CATALYTIC PROJECTS

In order to achieve more transformational urban 

renewal in the Germiston Lake – Rand Airport 

Precinct Precinct  over time, it is important to 

maintain long term, big picture thinking. The most 

effective projects for selection are those that are 

comparatively low risk, and that will achieve 

major change. As per the diagram (top right), the 

key objective is to ultimately roll out projects that 

promote transformation of the region, rather than 

change in mere increments over time.

The diagram below right schematically represents 

the ‘ideal’ in terms of the project selection 

process from a risk versus benefit perspective. 

This model must be used as a guide / lens to 

narrow down choices in project proposals on a 

prioritised basis. Since risks and benefits are not 

precisely measurable, the perceived risks and 

benefits should be weighted against each other 

with the use of best professional judgement to 

arrive at appropriate projects  for future 

implementation.
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